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CIP Seeks Director
Yvonne Allen, who has been
head of
the university's
Community Involvement Pro
gram for two years has made her
resignation public and the univ
ersity is now in a nationwide
search for a qualified successor
to head the program.
Allen's reasons for leaving
the university were academic.
She is returning to school to
acquire a higher credential. "It's
impossible to function in
administration
with a BA
degree." she said.

In a search for a successor,
Academic
Vice President
Alistair McCrone has announced
the composition of the Search
Committee
for
the
CIP
directorship. It will be made up
of the current Chairman of CIP
Advisory Board, Representative
from Academic Council, one
administrator, four CIP students
(black, brown, oriental, and
white),
three
community
students (black, chicano, and
oriental), and Chairman, Dr.
Gwen Browne of the Philosophy
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Raymond Offers
Summer Session
This summer, for the first
time, Raymond College is
offering its own program of fourunit
classes, separate from the
j
V
departments of COP.
For
years,
Raymond
Department, who was appointed professors who taught summer
by McCrone.
classes taught them as part of a
In an interview Browne COP department. Why was the
made it perfectly clear that her change necessary this year?
purpose
was
to
handle
Provost
Berndt
Kolker
administrative details of the points out that Raymond's yearcommittee and that she will not old curriculum change, which
encourages
experimentation
see page 3
with one's own education, may
mean that many students will
need to earn more units this
summer because of classes they
have "aborted" and because
they may
wish to take
independent
studies
or
internships.
Education, every college at
Students in other parts of the
Pacific will have a representa University, too, such as the
tive sit on the Senate. The COP
representative will be the chief
spokesman for all COP students
to the ASUOP.
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COP Constitution Ratified
by Sally Van Dyke
To adopt the COP constitu
tion, the Senate endorsed a rati
fication clause which stated that
50% plus one of the COP students
had to vote. This meant that only
978 of the approximately 1800
COP students had to visit the
polls a few weeks ago.
Many COP students donated
their time to sit at the polls and
encourage apathetic students to
vote, whether it be for or against
the constitution. As it turned out,

1003 students took a moment's
time to vote and 972 of these votes
were in favor of the new
constitution. Only 29 students
voted against it and 105 ballots
were thrown out due to illegal
balloting at Wendell Phillips.
The COP constitution was
ratified immediately after the
election. This constitution almost
completes the federal system of
government at UOP. With the
exception of the School of

Vaughn Defends
Budget Priorities

Focusing
on
budgetary
problems, tuition raises, and the
effectiveness of the student
senate, Tony Vaughn outlined the
major issues this week in his
campaign for the ASUOP Presi
dency.
Emphasizing his experience
as
ASUOP
Vice-President,
Vaughn explained his ideas for
change in the Forum on National
priorities and he proposed Hous
ing and University Center
Boards.
Vaughn stated that in his
opinion, this year's Forum "did
n°t
reflect the 25 thousand
dollars allocated. The Forum
coeds a good shot of insulin."
Vaughn also questioned the
concern with national priorities
rather than community or
university ones. "We haven't
even
got
a
community
rePutation. What are we trying to
^o by building up a national
one?"
As Vice-President this year,
Vaughn chaired the financial

committee that evaluated the
budget requests, and was also a
voting member of the ASUOP
Senate that changed the
allocation priorities to em
phasize community involve
ment and minority groups.
When asked about his
opinion of the new budget
priorities, Vaughn stated that "I
voted to protect those interests
that
have
been neglected
throughout the history of the
ASUOP." With regards to next
year,
Vaughn
stated
that
"maybe there is a way that we
can help these groups to make a
more purposeful program, to
incorporate our programs into
their needs. They shouldn t have
to form their own clubs.
In response to the large
amount of money allocated to
salaries in student government
this year, Vaughn stated, Idont
feel you should have to pay
people to work.Ifeel that work in
the
ASUOP
should
be
see page 8

School of Education, are
beginning to find interdisci
plinary needs which are met
much better in Raymond than in
COP.
Raymond's summer faculty
see Raymond as "comple
mentary, in no way competitive
with" COP, but point out that the
summer session now offers a
"much broader" program with
Raymond classes included.
"Raymond without COP
risks
thinness
and
super
ficiality,"
declared
faculty
members present. "COP without
Raymond risks stiffness and
undue specialization."
"We have tried since the
very start to let one discipline
comment
on
another... The
concept of liberal arts existed
long
before
there
were
departments."

White Adovocates
Co-Sponsorship

This constitution will finally
give COP unity, purpose, and
commitment. The students will
have influence upon decisions in
the university that they have
never had before. From this
Tall,
good-looking
Tom
ratification, COP will also
White,
ASUOP
presidential
receive financial strength of
candidate, when asked, "Why
approximately $16,000 which is
are you running?," replied
equal to about $8 per student.
honestly, "Because I feel I am
Now all students who have
the best man for the job."
complaints will have someone to
complain to and someone to
Establishing the fact he
protect their academic rights. wasn't
running
simply
in
They will have their own opposition
to
the
other
academic programs and will presidential candidate, Tony
work in co-ordination with the Vaughn, White went on to explain
college, the administration, and that as a conscientious student he
the faculty, for the same ideals.
can "initiate work more toward
Now the ASUOP will be the students,and bring them and
relieved of the responsibility of their problems together to share
baby sitting COP, and this a common experience."
college will no longer be a system
of minority rule in the ASUOP.
White has, more importantly
COP, the majority of the than most ASUOP associates this
University, will now be treated year, taken the initiative to work
accordingly.
within student services. One of
Tony Vaughn, ASUOP vice the two leading students to
president, took nine months to research and set-up the record
write this constitution. Starting store. White feels that this, and
completely from scratch, the his work in the Office of
system had to be perfected with Information, is his "strong
flexibility in every aspect. foothold in the government."
Although this ratification is a
A business major and vicehuge step in the right direction, it
of
the
business
will not provide for a strong and president
White used his
unified COP. According to Tony, fraternity,
"It is the people, the quality of learning experience to get the
work and amount of energy that discount program underway.
will determine the future of the This program will effect students
wishing to involve themselves
college."
within the community to provide
good
quality,
low-priced
For election coverage see page 8

merchandise; in particular, tires
and gas have already been
discussed with
the local
merchants.
Further along these lines,
White envisions even more
student participation within the
community.
By
providing
transportation for students in the
purchasing of three mini-buses,
he says, "Next year we can
spread ourselves out into a larger
community." "If we co-sponsor
events
with
other
UOP
services," White added, "we can
do this even more effectively."
Another point on White's
platform concerns the potency
and reliability of the senatorial
committees. "Students don't
know what's going on in the
Brown Box," White said.
Rather than the same
committees set up year after
year to hash over the same
problems, White will tackle each
specific problem through a task
force. This force will organize
itself, work out the problem, and
then disband as soon as the
problem has been researched
and solved to the satisfaction of
the force.
see page 8

page two

Nudes Invade Knowles Field

Dale Heckman, dean of the Chapel, has helped collect and distribute
food for the Emergency Food Fund.

Pharmacy Students
Lobby
by Don West

Approximately one-quarter
of the UOP pharmacy students
became Lobbyists on March 8.
The students and their advisors
traveled to Sacramento on their
own time and money to
participate in the third annual
California
Pharmaceutical
Association (CPhA) Legislative
Day.
Dr. K. Michael Mills, faculty
advisor to the Student Pharma
ceutical Association (SPhA)
chapter at UOP reported that
about one hundred and twenty of
the five hundred member School
of Pharmacy student body went
by car caravan to Sacramento.
They arrived at the Senator Hotel
at around 10:30 am for a briefing
that lasted until a little after
noon.
Students from California's
two other pharmacy schools USC
and UC Berkeley, were repre
senting their SPhA chapters.
Also attending were many of the
professional members of the
CPhA from throughout the state.
The student pharmacists and the
practicing professionals learned
about each of the pharmacy-rel
ated measures that the current
legislature will consider. The
CPhA presented its position on
each bill and made special note of
those measures it had induced.
In the
afternoon
the
participants arranged meetings
with legislators to present their
points of view. In as many cases
as possible the students met with
the representatives from their
home areas.
The success of the lobbying
will not be directly known for
some time but there are some
indications that the school and
the students have already
benefited.
Legislators
have
followed-up the student visits
with invitations to attend various
committee hearings on the
pharmacy-related bills. The
students will learn how this type
of legislation is handled and
could perhaps make their own
inputs through testimony.
The UOP students gained
many other distinct and
immediate benefits.
They
became aware of the vital
processes of government that
have and will shape their career
field. The students also became
more aware and involved in their

professional organization. They
further met with the profession
als from whom they will get the
jobs which will start their ca
reers.
The
approximately
400
student
and
professional
volunteers each gave 3-4 hours of
their time to their lobbying
efforts. The 1200 or better manhours represents some 15 weeks
of comparable effort by CPhA's
two
full-time,
professional
lobbyists. This massive and welldirected support helps give the
CPhA and its lobbyists a
respected voice in Sacramento.
This annual flood of volunteer
time and energy gives the CPhA
a chance to reach every
available legislator with the
informed, Pro-pharmacy voice
of a constituent.
All
of
these
mutual
advantages are the result of the
close ties between the CPha and
the UOP SPhA. The entire
student body of the School of
Pharmacy belongs to the Student
Pharmaceutical Association and
receives news
of
relevant
activities through their CPhA
elected representative.
This representative sits on
the
school's
student
body
executive board and has one full
vote. Inaddition he is required by
the school constitution to attend
all CPhA boardmeetings, to send
representatives to all local and
county Association meetings and
to act as a general liason between
the student body and the CPhA.
The services that the UOP
students donated to the CPhA
and its interests certainly gained
respect for the students and the
school within the state organ
ization. This quite probably
means that the pharmacy stu
dents will have further oppor
tunities for meaningful involve
ment in their own professional
community and its future. The
School of Pharmacy has definately demonstrated the validity
of student participation in rel
evant and genuine community
activities.
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There seems to be some
confusion lingering in the air
concerning the new swimming
pool in Knowles Field. As a
result, UOP students are up to
their same old tricks.
Last week, between the
hours of midnight and 2 am,
about 30 birthday suiters, unable
to resist the heated 50-meter-by25-yard reservoir, invaded the
area and romped in the water.
This was not by any means
the first such episode. Indeed, so
popular has the sneak-a-swim
game become recently, that,
after the fence around the pool
was pierced by students, the
contractor was inspired to bring
in a trailor, in which a man would
remain at night to keep an eye on
the situation.
Needless to say, the man's
attempts to stop last week's
frolicking follies were ignored,
and nothing could be done. If
midnight capers continue, a
fulltime security man will be
placed in the area.
"Of course we want to make
the new pool available to
students," assures Dr. Cedric
Dempsey, head of the PE
department, "but not until after

..
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Easter vacation." He went on to
explain that throughout this
week the contractor is still
officially liable, and not until
next week will it pass into the
clutches of the University.
"But the swim team uses it!
many students spout. The reason
for this is that the contractor
agreed to let the team work out
there. After all, "sports must go
on."
UOP has reason for being
fussy about the pool. Due to its
monstrous size the pool can be
very dangerous. While only a
small portion of the old pool is
over 7 feet, 2/3 of the new one is.
Should a student drown or injure
himself at the poolside, the
university would be responsible.
Thus, it is essential that there be
no
recreational
swimming
without the presence of a
lifeguard.
The state recommendation
for lifeguard-swimmer ratio
stands at 1to 50-75. With financial
backing from ASUOP, UOP
plans to employ 2 lifeguards who
will be on duty from noon to 5 pm
daily, beginning after Easter
vacation.
Another factor to the pool

g Y Offers Discount a
With rising costs at UOP, the
People's Student Bookstore in
Anderson Y offers students one
way to cut costs on books. The
average savings is 20-25% on all
book purchases.
Brad
Sylvester,
who
organized the bookstore last
July, envisions someday a
continuing "Book Fair." He
wants the People's Bookstore to
exhibit
innovative
learning
materials for UOP faculty and
allow them to explore new books
available on the market.
"The main purpose of the
bookstore," according to Sylves
ter, is to assist the faculty in or
dering specific and hard-to-find
books that cannot be found in the
area and require special
handling."
In addition, the bookstore
aims
to give personalized
attention to the faculty and help
them discover fiew texts. The
bookstore buys books directly
from Bay Area publishing
companies on a non-consignment
basis. Prices for students are set
at 5% over cost and handling
charges.
Bookstore manager, Sylves
ter, underscores lack of money to
be the damper on the project so
far. Given $500 by ASUOP, the
bookstore's budget barely meets
initial supply and operating
expenses.
Originally manned by a staff
of
eight
"volunteers,"
the
student bookstore's help has now
dwindled down to four. Shortage
of money accounts for the
decrease in the number of
workers.
"We need a paid staff that
includes a non-student director
and at least four assistants,"

stated Sylvester. "Inmy budgetI
am asking ASUOP to reevaluate
the potential of having a studentrun bookstore," he revealed.
The
People's
Bookstore
manager revealed a number of
additional problems that have
obstructed the project during its
introductory year.
"The greatest difficulty has
been with students failing to buy
books professors have ordered,"
stated Sylvester.
As an example, he pointed to
the case of one professor
ordering 28 books for his course
and only 10-15% of the books were
bought by students.
He explained that in some
instances faculty members have
ordered certain books and then
changed their minds and no
longer require students to read
them. The bookstore, neverthe
less, continues to have to meet
the expense of returning un
wanted books to the publishers.

fllf't thilH
predicament i«2thP
is the fact
that there
can be no swimming after dusk
until
overhead
lights
are
installed.
Now, how in the world could
UOP have made the bewildering
booboo of budgeting a pool and
forgetting to include overhead
lights?
Actually it wasn't like that at
all. When the pool was budgeted,
funds were tight. Instead of
reducing the quality of the pool
itself, it was decided to postpone
landscaping and other "extras."
As a result, we've got the finest
pool in the valley: all we need
now is $88,000 to complete
landscaping and add two more
diving boards, starting boards,
bleachers, a consession stand,
locker rooms, and overhead
lights. Hopefully, the money will
be secured through donations.
In spite of this, the new pool
holds many opportunities lor the
PE department. Beginning next
year it will be the locale of scuba
diving, canoeing, sailing, and
kayaking
classes.
Regular
swimming classes will be held in
the old pool.
Anyway, until lights and
lifeguards are planted around
the pool, it looks like we'd better
confine our,water revelries to the
bathtub.

Conflict
Sent innrs
A seminar on conflict reso
lution that will be held on the
UOP campus, Thursday eve
nings 7 to 9 pm is being organ
ized.
The seminar will be an
opportunity for individuals to
work with themselves in areas in
which they feel uncomfortable,
concerned or confused within an
atmosphere conductive to
bringing about self awareness
and change.
Gene Reyes,
from the
California Youth Authority, will
direct the sessions. Sign up or
obtain further information from
Dan or Kathy at Anderson Y.

Faced with the woes of
setting up any new business, the
People's Bookstore manager
urged cooperation by students
and faculty.
"This year has been an
experiment.
For
continued
growth, we need the support of
faculty and students," stated
Sylvester
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Biology Department
S t u d i e s Environment

A new program under the
Erection of the COP Biology
Department will be offered
oeginning next fall.
Undergraduates from all the
(jOP colleges now have the
opportunity to share a "live-in"
experience at an operational
marine station as a part of their
diversity science major (and by
special arrangements, other
majors as well.) They will live in
the Pacific Marine Station dorm
and participate in their own
choice of activities underway.
The fall offering at the
Pacific Marine Station includes:
1) comparative histology and
microtechnique, 2) invertebrate
zoology, 3) special topics in
biometrics,
4)
invertebrate
systematics,
and
5)
undergraduate research and
independent study.
Also, courses taught by a
COP staff will be in behavorial
ecology, special topics in marine
science
and undergraduate

"On
this graveyard
we shall build
our golden
Bangladesh'.'

of Bengali
children have a dream.
But a dream needs
medicine, good water and a
roof over it. A dream needs
food, blankets, and money.
$1 sent to the United
Nations Children's Fund brings
high-protein foods to three
infants for three months. $2
buys a blanket. A dream needs
money if it's going to be more
than a dream.
Millions

Send your tax-deductible
contribution to:
UNICEF Bangladesh Relief
331 East 38th Street
NewYork,N.Y. 10016

research and independent study.
Students considering these
courses
should
have
a
background in some aspects of
the sciences, whether in geology,
physics, chemistry, or physiolo
gy before signing upfor the class.

Students are expected to
take two courses, a combination
of undergraduate research and
independent study to produce
two or more course equivalents.
Dr. Michael Kaill, professor in
the COP Biology Department,
urges interested students to
consult with their advisors in
advance in order to design their
special course schedule while
living at the Dillion Beach
Station.
"The main objective of these
course offerings," stated Dr.
Kaill, "is to expand the students'
general knowledge about the
earth's natural resources and
other particular aspects of the
environment."
Dr. Kaill emphasizes that
interested students should
register and sign up immediately
since the minimum enrollment is
9 and maximum is 15.

CIP Seeks Director
from page 1
be a part of the actual choosing of
the new head.
' 'The new director must be of
a minority race with experience
in minority relations," said
Browne. In addition the new
director must have had
administrative experience and
"background for full status with
the faculty." Browne said the
search committee effort seems
organized and she herself is
reasonably optimistic that the
search will be successful.
The successor will have to

U.O.P. GRADUATES

Congratulations on this happy occasion!
We have reserved fory°u...
mm™*

!A BEAUTIFUL GOLDEN GRADUA™3
•KEY WITH THE UOP EMBLEM INj
ORANGE AND BLACK
Please accept this fine gift with our best wishes-

WiKBSTOWN MALL—STOCKTON
4950 PACIFIC AVI.
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satisfy all four groups on the
committee to a fairly extensive
degree. "If one group is totally
against the person, then he will
not be appointed," stated
Browne. Towards the end of the
search three final candidates will
be selected and McCrone, who
wasn't involved in the committee
previously, will come into the
final selection of the director.
Problems to be faced by the
committee are obvious. They
must find a Sidney Poitier-H.
Rap Brown who can satisfy the
administration as well as get
action for the program.
Advertising to proper prospectives will be another problem.

Chapel Services Offered
Each Sunday morning a
group of students have been
meeting amid the splendor of
Morris Chapel to worship the
Lord, and to enjoy the fellowship
of fellow believers. There is an
informal, folksy, atmosphere
which, when combined with the
beauty of Morris Chapel, usually
is quite mellow. The services
center around our belief in Jesus
Christ and the promises he made
us.
The Bible says "God is love"
(I John 4:16). In today's world
with the multitude of problems

facing us, love is the key needed
to unlock the answers. God
provided us with this day 2,000
years ago, and he still offers this
love to us today. It is this promise
upon which our services are
based. Through the fellowship of
the Holy Spirit, we try to draw
closer to each other and break
those fetters that hang us up.
"To all those who believe in
His name he gave power to
become the children of God"
(John 1:12). Come and worship
with the rest of the family - see
you Sunday.

Y Sponsors Awareness
Workshop

Human sexual awareness
will be explored April 15 and 16th
In looking back over her days
during a weekend event
as director of the program
sponsored by Anderson Y Center
Yvonne Allen noted that the
to be held at Columbia State
administration
was
not Park. The two day session is
concerned with the growth of the
being planned in conjunction
program.
with the I and I course "Politics
"The administration is too
of Love and Sex" and is being
conscious of its image to the
coordinated by Sue Almond.
community and institution," she
said.
According to Miss Almond,
"Many students in the
participants will be asked to get
program are very conscious of in touch with their own sex-role
being taken advantage of by the stereotypes and discover how
administration." Of the 171 these get in the way of malestudents currently
in
the female relationships. The movie
program only 13 presently live on "The Fox" will be shown on
campus. How can a student get
into campus life fully if he is only
in contact with it for a few hours a
day? Even the administration
requires freshmen to live the
first year on campus which
indicates the realization of the
importance of campus involve Europe Charter Flights
ment.
"CIP will become a
traditional academically orien
ted program," projected Allen. Monday-Friday 10am-4pm
Whether it does or not is now in
See Tony Vaughn or Jeff Galla
the hands of the search commit
tee.

ASUOP Travel
Service

Saturday
afternoon
and
Psychology Today's "WomanMan Game" is also on the agen
da.
An effort will be made by
program planners to create an
atmosphere where people* can
become more aware of their own
unique sexual self, discover how
to better relate to other people,
and explore human survival in
terms of moving toward a day
when childbearing is a conscious
decision, taking into account
ecological factors. Transportation will be
provided for those needing it.
Cars will be leaving from
Anderson Y Center at 8 am
Saturday morning, April 15th. A
fee of $3 will be charged for
meals. For further information
contact Dan or Kathy at
Anderson Y, 466-1496. Partici
pants must sign up at the Y Cen
ter. A limit of 30 people has been
set. No previous signups will be
considered, so anyone inter
ested in attending should im
mediately contact the Y.
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Vote Tom White

^Consistent inWork
and in Friendships'
by Karen Welz
Tom White, candidate for ASUOP President, has been known on
this campus for his free moving, energetic pace and his ability to fit in
well with current student atmosphere.
Amidst crowds or just by himself, it is evident that Tom has
carefully researched and evaluated his potential for the ASUOP
Presidency. I feel he can do the job simply because he is thorough and
consistent in his work and makes no two-faced friendships with the
administration or the students of UOP.
On the other hand, Tony Vaughn, Tom's only opposition, has a
history of weak experience. His entire sophomore year was spent
planning and organizing a student bookstore, the result of which lies
dormant in his sock drawer. He has remained an outsider in the
administration and has passed virtually no legislation in the Senate
during his term in office as Vice-President. Though he heads the
Financial Committee, the bulk of the load this year was placed with
Carter Brown. The result is that the Financial Committee has stag
nated under the leadership of Vaughn's Vice-Presidential job.
Vaughn's idea of charter flights remained only an idea and the
majority of that work was done by Jeff Gullo, now running for VicePresident. Vaughn failed to research the charter flight service
sufficiently to make sure it was not a financial rip-off. Again, the
research was done by others with less time tospare than Vaughn who
it seems at the time must have been busy planning posters of silverlined space ships for a trip to Mars.
Furthermore, Vaughn attempted to set up a Community
Relations Board now in a state of flux because of lack of
enthusaism", Vaughn said. Where was his leadership to act as a
catalyst for the whole affair?
Among other discontinuities not found in the final product of
Tom's work, is Vaughn's public announcement against summer
salaries. In actuality, according to the minutes of that meeting he
vote in favor of it!
Vaughn remains ineffective; his vulnerability has been exposed
in the campaign thus far. Vaughn has been in the Senate for a number
of years now. He had his chance and didn't take advantage of it.
Tom, however, has been able to sit in on ASUOP governance this
year and watch where the academic and social programs are going.
He can see more than Vaughn where the student work can be done
with the most enthusiasm and the most vigor. He remains consistent
and honest to all he knows and is strong-minded enough to carry out
his platform to the best potentiality of this school.

Pollution Research
A sophomore here recently
received at $13,060 grant from
the National Science Foundation
(NSF) to conduct environmental
research this summer at a
Northern California lake that is
faced with a pollution problem.
Mary Anne Van Buskirk of
Santa Rosa will be in charge of
nine other students for a 10-week
study on the causes and effects of
cultural eutrophication of Blue
Lake, which is located near Clear
Lake in Lake County.
Dr. W. Michael Kaill, biology
professor who is faculty advisor
to the project, explained that
eutrophication is the natural, and
very slow, aging process of a
lake. Miss Van Buskirk's project
will involve how our society, or
culture, has affected and
accelerated this aging process.

r——
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Both undergraduate and
graduate students in chemistry,
biology, geology and engineering
will use an interdisciplinary
approach to collect data on the
lake during the summer. Kaill
was in charge of 13 students,
including Miss Van Buskirk, who
spent the month of January doing
this type of research at Blue Lake
as a Winter Term project.
NSF has awarded more than
$1.9
million
to
finance
undergraduate research by some
1,300 college students this
summer. Miss Van Buskirk's
award was for one of the 134
student-initiated,
studentplanned and student-directed
research projects aimed at
exploring some of the pressing
problems of our country.
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readers, unfamiliar with what
really goes on on a college
The only reason why I want campus, might be gullible
to reply to the recent letter of enough to believe what he is
Chris Henny is because it is just saying.
First of all, the days when
barely conceivable that some
Dear Mary,

I

mando flores

college administrators made farreaching and arbitrary decisions
without involving the students
are largely past. Especially at
our university, there is a genuine
attempt on the part of the
administration to involve
students in a significant way.

Whether you look at the
Student Affairs Committee, the
Health Center Advisory Board,
the University Center Planning
Committee, or the CIP you will
find meaningful and weighty
Reflections of this year's student government find me wondering student participation in the
whether next year's ASUOP officers will represent the interests of a policy-making process. If the
student body that has learned to question the value of a $250,000 a year Pacifican were to undertake a
organization that traditionally lacks the support of the people project of determining the true
responsible for its existence.
extent to which students are now
For the first time in half a decade, ASUOP will most likely finish participating in policy-making at
in the black, which by itself is a superior accomplishment. With all levels .of the University, it
additional miracles such as the Student Union and the ASUOP Record would be an eyeopener for
Store, how could next year's government be any better?
everyone (even though, conceiv
Regardless of the material gains which were accomplished by ably, some isolated areas might
ASUOP this year, their value becomes insignificant when compared prove to need improvement).
to the alienation and internal strife that forced many students into
resigning from their positions (at the threat of being fired) for not
Second, I will continue to
meeting the approval of our president.
resent the .accusation, so easily
The Senate, which attempts to represent the students, faltered and so frequently made by
under pressure and often settled for bureaucratic jargon and uninformed
novices,
the
manipulation when called upon to take a stand. Why did the Senate administrators, as a group, are
condone the unauthorized payment of over $5000 to student leaders "selfish," "ambitious," and
who decided to pay themselves out of ASUOP funds for summer '' self-serving." It is easy to throw
work? Has ASUOP become a bureaucracy where power and adjectives around carelessly monetary gain are the priorities? Unfortunately, my feelings make but unless such words are
me want to answer "Yes."
applied to specific situations or
As another election nears I can only urge the careful selection of people, they are largely
all the candidates for next year's government, and especially that of meaningless.
ASUOP President.
As a reply to Chris Henny's
Select a man who is acquainted with the issues, a man who has
experience, and, most of all, a man who is sensitive to thefeelings and "challenge," I might ask the
needs of his fellow students. In looking over this year's candidates for readers to search their own
ASUOP President, the only man who qualifies in all three of these hearts and decide for themselves j
whether the university officials '
areas in Tony Vaughn.
With only two candidates to select from, there should be little whom they have met on this 1
trouble for anyone to personally investigate the qualifications of both. campus are indeed "selfish,
Once this is done, I am certain you will agree that Tony must be the ambitious, and self-serving."
next president of ASUOP.
In my own (admittedly
biased) opinion, the people who
work on a college campus do so
because of a certain orientation;
because of a personal philosophy
which eschews the material
rewards often available to them
in industry in favor of a very
Father Doheny is a Holy special kind of gratification that
Saturday, April 15, from 9 Ghost
Missionary Priest, and he comes with working with
4pm a giant "Garage Sale" will
has
been
corresponding regu students.
be held on the parking lot of the
Finally, there will always be
Central
Methodist
Church, larly with members of the UOP
instances when administrative
directly across from the campus community.
Students wishng to help can decisions must be made which
on Pacific Avenue.
are unpopular and arbitrary.
This sale will be sponsored do any of the the following:
Such subjects as tuition
jointly by the Central Methodist
Volunteer
to
pick
up
donated
1
increases and birth control
Church and by UOP's Concerned
Students for Bangla Desh. The items in their cars or trucks counselling fees will always
UOP group is headed by (Monday through Friday, April generate some controversy
even if the decisions are made
Marshall Dickson, who was also 10-14, 3-6pm)
2.
Volunteer
to
sort,
arrange,
and
with full student participation. 1
the leader of the successful
Bangla Desh fast held earlier this price items ready for sale am not arguing that the final
year. He is assisted by Marcie (Central Church, Thursday and decisions are always right; only
that they are made in good faith Phelan (Grace Covell) and other Friday evening)
students, plus John Moriarty, 3. Help sell at the Garage Sale in the best interest of the
university - and that they are
Larry Meredith, and Paul and (Saturday, April 15, 9-4)
4. Purchase items at the Garage largely reversible if they turn out
Peig Fairbrook.
Sale
to be wrong.
I, too, would throw out a
While the Central Methodist 5. Donate money for Bangla
Church's objectives are to raise Desh, Father Doheny. This challenge to Chris Henny and to
money for a Methodist Black money can be left at the Grace anyone else who feels that this
Students Scholarship Fund and Covell Desk, in Paul Fairbrook's administration is arbitrary an
also for church building repairs, office in Anderson, or checks can self-serving. Seek out the facts
all of the UOP portion of the be sent directly to Fr. Michael J. first - evaluate what you have
Concern Inc.; c/o discovered, and only then tell us
proceeds (50%) will go directly to Doheny,
Bangla Desh, where Father Caritas India; 14 Lee Road, what you think of us!
Michael J. Doheny, who spoke at Calcutta, India
Freshman Camp and at Callison 6. All donations to the sale can be
Paul Fairbrook
earlier in the fall, is now actively made by calling 946-2593 or Paul Director, Housing and Food
engaged in helping the refugees. Fairbrook's office, 946-2533.
Service

Vote Tony Vaughn

Bonglo

Desh

Fund

Jewelry & Junk Sale
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IOTEK / UIEIU
A Cut of No
i n a lillls j Consequence
TOWARD A MORE MEANINGFUL SOMETHINGOROTHER
With the support of Governor Ronald Reagan, new guidelines for
secondary education are being discussed throughout the state. They
follow a recommendation made recently by the Nixon administration
called "career education."
This means that a high school diploma would mean something. It
would say that you were prepared to start a career (or follow one) in a
given field. The plan is not intended simply for thosestudents who will
not continue with a higher education but will include college
preparatory students as well.
It is hoped that this program will eliminate the thousands of high
school graduates dumped on a competitive job market with no
saleable skill.
In California, it is the Los Angeles City Schools' system which is
spearheading this revolutionary approach to education. They hope to
create a wholesale revision in the entire secondary system. This
would decrease the importance of many liberal arts courses. No
longer will a strict English-math-science-social'science requirement
be set.
The possibility of allowing more choice and more productivity in
a students work is involved here as well. One outstanding feature of
the program is that it is based on a maximum of responsibility and
maturity of the students.
There are, of course, several questions which come to mind:
Would academic standards be lowered? Would college preparatory
students receive a poorer education? Can these vast changes be made
as quickly as it is hoped? Because of the emphasis on work experience
programs would fewer teachers be needed? Should the schools lean
on preparation for those jobs currently available or those of the
future?
*

*

*

ON THE ECOLOGY TRAIL. . . The bird-dogging Sierra Tib is
suing io prohibit a $25 million "year-round playground for the
American rich" just south of Lake Tahoe in the Eldorado National
Forest ... The California State Legislature is considering a tax break
bill which would exempt those cars meeting the 1975 emission
controls prior to the deadline ... that plan'to allow commuters who
travel in groups of three or larger across the Bay Bridge to pass
without toll has been amended to a small cost of $8 a year. The
intention of the program is to encourage fewer cars, thus less
congestion and pollution.
Planned Parenthood has announced that the decline in birthrate
in the 60's was vastly different throughout economic groups. Low
income families had a decline of 21% contrasted to a 13% decline for
all women . . . England has set up pollution bills by which offending
industries can be fined without limit for their ecological offenses.
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Freshman, Undergraduate, and Graduate
programs offered.

niversity of the Pacific
SUMMER SESSIONS

by Frank McGinnis
Recently I attended an
intramural basketball game. My
attendance was primarily due to
the fact that several of the
players on one team, the Straw
Dogs, were friends of mine. As
the game progressed a friend of
mine was hit on the head by a
player of the opposing team.
Blood was drawn, and player
Michael Tiret needed medical
attention. It then seemed
reasonable to go directly to the
Cowell Health Center, which we
did. I say we, because included in
the group was Mike, injured, his
friend Danielle, and myself.
We arrived at the Health
Center and by chance there was a
doctor in attendance. I say by
chance because there is not a
doctor at the Health Center
twenty-four hours a day. Too
bad, our loss. The doctor
examined Mike who was
bleeding above the eye, and said
that the cut was of no serious
consequence. The good doctor
then put a band-aid on the so
called "cut of no consequence"
and told Mike to retire for the
evening.
Mike ten proceeded to take
the doctor's "good advice", and
by chance ran into a fellow
student who had been a medic in
the Army. The ex-medic looked
at Mike's cut of no consequence
and suggested that Mike beat a
path post haste to a hospital.
Mike did just that and at the
hospital received ten stitches
closing the "cut of no
consequence."
This is not the first time an
incident of this nature has
occured at the Health Center, but
I for one would like it to be
the last. It is quite disconcerting
not to have any confidence in our
Health Center.
Oh, by the way, we pay a fee
of seventy dollars a year to
participate in the "so called"
benefits of the health center.

unusua
^^
jn wisconsip. His bandwagon is beginning
to look like a sinking ship and it will not be surprising if some big
names thought committed to the Maine senator start heading for the
camps of McGovern and Humphrey.
A word in passing on the demise of the campaigns of Senator
Hartke and Mayor Lindsay. These gentlemen proved two points
about the media and politics. First, anybody who says he is a
candidate for president can be made into a candidate for at least vicepresident by the press. And second, any candidate who relies on the
press for the basis of a presidential run will not be accepted by the
people. At least now the Mayor, whose salary this writer helps pay,
can return to New York and the serious business of running for
Governor. As to the campaigns, rest in peace.
Ken Fisher

Six-week Session: June 12 through July 21
First Five-week Session: June 19 through July 21
Four-week Session: July 24 through August 18
Second Five-week Session: July 24 through August 25

Raymond College course offerings in Biological Sciences.
Man and Environment, Ecology and Cultural Evolution,
Literature: The Roots of WWI in England, Logic and Illogic in
Literature, Dostoevski: Existential Hope and Despair, Freud and
the Interdisciplinary Uses of Psychoanalysis: Mathematics^
Introductory Calculus; Physical Sciences: Principles of Physics
I, and II, Ufe and Man's Physical Environment, Electronics.

Summer Bulletins available at the Admissions,
Registrar and Summer Sessions Office
208 Owen Hall

About the only national trend apparent in the recent presidential
primary results is that there is no national trend. No candidate is
emerging as the clear victor, and no single issue is dominating the
news.
In New Hampshire the question was honesty; in Florida busing.
But in Wisconsin the issue was tax reform, and this may be the issue of
the '72 campaign. And in Wisconsin the people voted for George
McGovern.
The senator from South Dakota polled thirty per cent of the vote,
nine points ahead of his two closest rivals. Hubert Humphrey and
George Wallace, who were in a dead heat for second at last report. Ed
Muskie pulled fourth, followed by Scoop Jackson and John Lindsay.
These three had around ten per cent or less each.
Clearly, McGovern is now the man to watch, not because his
victory is certain, but because for the first time it is possible.
Wisconsin is a state of radicals, from La Follette to McCarthy to
Proxmire; ffom the farm populists to the campus radicals. The
voters aren't afraid to back someone on the fringes of the party if he
talks their language. And McGovern apparently does. Wisconsin is
important because of the diverse elements in the state ranging from
white collar Chicago suburbanites to dairy farmers, from blue collar
ethnic voters to a big liberal student vote. It was a test of a candidate s
ability to pull outside his particular region or interest group. And
George McGovern came out on top.
Some of his votes can be attributed to his farm background, his
regional interests, and his tax reform program. But Humphrey had
similar attributes and was unable to break the twenty five per cent
mark, which has come to represent victory. Clearly the people of
Wisconsin responded to McGovern's plain talk and honesty. And their
perception of him as a possible winner kept defections to the LindsayChisolm-McCarthy camps to a minimum. McGovern's strong
grassroots campaign organization has also proved itself once more.
The Humphrey vote surprised this writer. The former vice
president should have done much better in the state. He was almost a
favorite son candidate and capturing the second spot should not be
considered a victory, no matter what HHH says. It is no longer safe to
call Humphrey the emerging frontrunner. He is going to have to prove
himself by coming in first somewhere before he can get that title.
Yet, it would not be fair to award it to McGovern either. As a
candidate coming out of left field, he has more to prove than the
centrist Humphrey or Muskie. What McGovern did show is that he
can appeal outside of the twenty five per cent or so who make up the
left wing of the Democratic party.
The strong showing of Governor George Wallace should surprise
no one. In all honesty, Wallace has been talking about tax reform
longer than any of the other candidates, although his concepts may
not be as sophisticated as the plans put forth by the other contenders.
Additionally, the radical strain mentioned above helped Wallace, not
to mention the great number of GOP crossovers in the free for all
Wisconsin primary system. Wallace seems to have captured none of
the delegates, and his run was actually worse than some of the totals
he has picked up in Wisconsin. Even if the final tallies show Wallace
second, it is safe to award that position to Humphrey on the basis of
his capturing a few of the state's delegates. McGovern captured the
bulk and may by now have the top slot in that respect. Whether the
trend continues, running well but notspectactularly in the preference
and better in the delegate counts, is hard to say but would not be
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Geology Popularity

Increases

by Marianne Moyn
in geology outside of the class
UOP's geology and geog
room. "Geology is a field science
raphy departments are down to
and should be taught in the
earth in more ways than one.
field," stated Johnson. During
Their small close knit faculty
by Linda Phillips
the month of January he headed
headed in geology by Dr. Stanley
Editor's note: Linda Phillips is a student at Raymond College and an Volbrect and in geography by Dr. a geology class that included a
week long trip to Death Valley.
organizer of the Women's Union.
Roger Barnett, has within the
last few years been increased by
"We have a lot of geology
Sitting quietly on a park bench surrounded by spring, or taking a the addition of two new and
students that are not majors but
twilight stroll along the river are small contemplative pleasures for young faculty members, Dr. Ed
just have an interest in it,"
Johnson, a graduate of Rice reported Pearson. He added that
an,Z\ZTJ
be„„ anywhere alone eapeelal.y «
University and Dr. Gene there are very few incoming
night, knows just how much of a man's world it is. She is subject to Pearson, a graduate of Wyomfreshmen majors but that a good
many forms of unencouraged abuse, ranging from whistles and
number of other students, after
ing.
"I was impressed with the discovering their interest in
Pr°fNo matter'how innocently she may have wandered about as a
size and completeness of the geology, switch majors in their
child, a girl learns that as she matures, she is no longer seen asi an department," stated Johnson.
sophomore or junior years. I
individual. Unless she is accompanied by a male who fills the
UOP's geology department, have run across a number of
owner and protector she is viewed as public property, and fair game according to Johnson, has
seniors who wish that they had
to any male who chooses to "pick-up on her.
"everything big departments changed their major to geology,''
The indignities suffered by women when by themselves are not
have."
added Johnson.
imagined or exaggerated as I well know, for I am a woman who often
The interest in geology and
One involved geology
goes out alone. I have been accosted while walking hornie from school geography
has increased student, although a political
during my high school years, at the laundromat where I did the family markedly within the last few
wash, at movies, restaurants, beaches, and department stores. years. Volbrect reported 25 science major, stated that she
Though it is more dangerous to go out at night, even walking along a geology majors last year; 11 of enjoyed geology because she
street can be annoying when you are eyed and jeered at by men along which graduated. There are now could apply it to where she lived.
As a member of Johnson's Death
the way.
19 geology majors, six of which Valley expedition she enjoyed
The crowning irony of it all is that men think we enjoy it! are girls.
"getting out and doing stuff."
Certainly a compliment does not deserve a slap in the face, but being
No major is offered in The
relaxed
and
close
hassled because of one's sex bears little relation to true admiration or geography but a great deal of
atmosphere in the department
respect for a person. I never found it flattering to be treated like a interest is taken in it as far as an
appeals to her alonj
the
prostitute. How would men feel if women took it upon themselves to elective or a requirement in the practical out-in-the-fielu Know
constantly point out and comment on the bulge in their pants? social sciences. "I don't forsee a
ledge gained.
Perhaps it would give them a taste of the self-consciousness and geography major in the near
Geology, as both Pearson
embarrassment they cause. Yet they could also laugh it off, for they future," admitted Barnett. Due
and Johnson concluded, is the
are not subject to the additonal threat of actual physical violence.
to UOP's financial situation, he "study of the history of the earth
It is futile to try to be oblivious to the crude standards of behavior added, the money needed for any
and its physical features." They
which prevail. I may know I am hitchhiking just to get from one place possible expansion is not
also added that it can be used
to another but if the driver has other ideas, I have to deal with the available.
everywhere a person goes. "I
consequences regardless of my own intentions. Women are taught to
A BA degree is offered in took a physical geology course
avoid such situations, and if they don't, they are at fault for it is geology for students interested in
and the things I saw started to
assumed that a woman alone is "asking for it.'' But the fact that I am the natural environment but not
mean something," said Pearson.
forced to recognize things the way they are makes me no less to the point of pursuing a career.
A touch of international color
resentful that I must always be on the defensive.
For the more serious majors a BS is added to the geology and
It does not give me much satisfaction to realize that I have to have degree is also offered. As
geography
departments
by
a man by my side to go anywhere comfortably in this society. Being a Volbrect reported, "Geology
UOP's sole geography professor,
single woman is very restrictive in this sense. Even women who offers a concern for the natural
Roger Barnett. A native of Great
would never dream of going into a bar alone or walking down a shady environment and provides use
Britain, Barnett emphasized his
lane find themselves at a disadvantage when they just want to mail a ful information."
like of the friendly and coherent
letter down the block or go to a matinee.
faculty-student relationships in
Before I joined Women's Liberation and found out how common
the department. He stated that
"Of
all
the
departments,
sexual harassment was to all women, I felt intimidated when I was
geology and geography are the geology and geography are
verbally assaulted in public. I walked along with my eyes on the
important
in
areas
of
ground or reading meaningless signs along the street to avoid closest," said Johnson. All of the
members
in
the
faculty
catching a man's eye, for surely he would interpret it as a come-on
signal. I learned to ignore stares, and whistles, and the blaring of department admit that they like
honking horns. At least outwardly I showed no concern, though I the relaxed and personable first
always found such encounters upsetting and felt embarrassed, and name basis that has been
established, not only among
somehow ashamed.
41
I used to be ashamed but now I am angry. Angry at the attitude of faculty but also in studentmen that a woman alone is an open invitation, another chance for teacher relationships. "The
them to prove their virility and puff up their egos by exerting their student comes first," reported
power over her. The Women's Liberation Movement is combating Pearson, "and there isn't a time
such abuse among many other things. Women are beginning to feel that a student can't walk into the
free enough to vent their anger at being on display everywhere they office and discuss a problem."
The cohesion in the
go. They are learning how to lessen their handicap by self-defense,
department
this year has been
until the day comes when they are treated humanly and will no longer
increased
by
a semi-formal
have to defend themselves. To be able to walk down a street
geology club consisting of
undisturbed seems such a small thing to ask . . . .
geology students and faculty
members interested in occasion
All women are invited to attend business meetings of the al field trips. The trips which are
Women's Union on Tuesday nights at 6:30 pm and consciousness- a day or sometimes weekend
events, involve an active interest
raising sessions at 7 pm in room 242, Wendell Phillips. Center.

contemporary interest and that
he has noticed an increase in
class size this year. One of his
classes had an enrollment jump
of 50% and he admitted his
surprise at the amount of appeal
it had.
Barnett came to UOP six
years ago with degrees from
Cambridge and Berkeley. He
came originally for one year but
decided to stay because he
enjoyed the work. Barnett shares
his interest in geography with
UOP's Academic Vice President,
Alistair McCrone.
The geology and geography
departments' home on campus
may be known only by a few since
it is not along the main stream of
traffic. "The first impression of
the quonsets (where the
departments are located) is bad.
They look old and dilapidated,"
admitted Pearson. There is a
definite advantage, though, in
that they are the sole property of
the geology and geography
faculty and students. The labs
and classrooms are located right
next to the offices so students can
feel free to stay all day. "There is
no evacuation of the classrooms
due to other classes moving in,"
reported
Pearson.
The
atmosphere is academic yet
relaxed so students can feel free
to drop by the departments for
genuine academic reasons or
simply for a friendly talk.
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Liquors
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IWe give jewelry
tender loving
repair

Henry IV

PATRICIAN STUDIO, INC.

Dr. Sy Kahn, chairman of the
drama department, is directing
the Shakespeare this season. He
says, "The cast is not too large,
the set is not spectacular; it
won't be all spectical because I
want the beauty of the language
to shine through."
Henry will open April 21 and
continue 22, 23, 28, 29, and 30.

2220 PACIFIC AVENUE. STOCKTON, CALIFORNIA 98202

We can put a new clasp
on a thousand dollar
necklace, or size a ring,
all with the same
tender loving repair.

My, how yoaW changed

\

PHONE 463-6496

PASSPORT PHOTOS
APPLICATION ,w.
I.D. PHOTOS

Use one of our convenient charge plans
V

$4.50

• Zales Custom Charge
• Zales Revolving Charge

V
\

\

Master Charge
Bank Americard
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Weberstown Mall 478-1726
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Anderson Y

The Pacifican
adapting to change, alternate life
styles, population, ecology. A
whole gamut of take-offs from
this topic could be explored. He
stressed that he needs people to
work
in many different
capacities
including
"idea
people" that can participate in
planning.
Anyone interested in being a
counselor at Freshman Camp
may sign up at the Y daily from 9
am to 5 pm.

Anderson Y Center is
presently recruiting students
w)1o would enjoy serving as
freshman Camp counselors for
the September student Fresh
man camp.
Dan Bava, Director of the
Anderson Y Center, explained
that this camp experience is a
traditional Y activity aimed at
Anderson
Y Center is
orienting the new students to recruiting students to participate
both the campus and community. in the Y Cabinet for the coming
This year the theme being year. This group determines the
considered is "Future Shock" directions of Y involvement
and the implications to the during the specific year and is
student and society in terms of the body that "calls the shots,'' so

to speak, for the Center, accord
ing to Dan Bava, director.
It is necessary in terms of the
goals of Anderson Y to maintain
a cabinet that consists of
students from all areas of the
University. Bava hopes that the
inner-fraternity
and
innersorority councils will each elect a
representative to serve in this
capacity, and that other campus
groups will follow suit.
Bava also stated that he is
interested in integrating pro
grams and activities with the
classwork going on in various ap
propriate and when it could be a
beneficial -extension of class
room study. He urges faculty
members with ideas to contact
him.
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Drama

Tryouts Questioned

by Doug
The All-University Theatre's
policy of open try-outs is in
danger of becoming a closed
policy.
The policy as it stands, states
that "the purpose of the all
university theatre is to serve an
educational function for the
University and community."
"It is not a theatre meant to
be exclusively for the provinces
of drama majors," says Dr. Sy
Kahn. Kahn, chairman of the
drama department as well as
executive director of the theatre
believes quite strongly in the
policy.
"I want to make it perfectly
clear," says Kahn, "that the
University Theatre is a theatre
for all. It is an open theatre with
open try-outs, so any member of
the University community may
try-out or work on a show in any
capacity. Now, there may come a
day when the growth of the
number of drama majors won't
make it as open and as flexible as
it has been, and whether this
should be the case is a matter for
further discussion and discre
tion."
In its two years of existence,
as a drama department, the
number of majors has multiplied
itself ten times, starting out with
about six and now up to nearly
eighty. At this rate of growth,
there will be cause for necessary
change.
The policy is enforced. For
example:
the
two
most
successful plays of this season
had fairly balanced casts: out of
nine actors in Boys in the Band,
one was not a drama major and
one was not even a UOP student;
only half of the cast for Charlie
Brown were drama majors. The
upcoming production of Henry
IV boasts two non-drama majors
in the lead roles as well as
approximately half the cast
being non-drama majors or nonUOP students.
The drama department and

BRIDAL REGISTRY

Eijoy summer this school.
Summer sessions at the
University of California
offer college students and
teachers some of the best
choices of courses, lan
guage institutes and spe
cial programs for credit in
the nation.
Plus, they offer college

students and teachers the
California summer. With its
beaches. Its mountains. Its
lakes. Its perfect weather.
Summer sessions will be
held at Berkeley, Davis,
Irvine, Los Angeles, River
side, San Diego, Santa Bar
bara and Santa Cruz. All

of them start in mid-June
but vary in length from
campus to campus. Fees
range from $90 to $200.
For more detailed infor
mation about the various
summer sessions on the
UC campuses, fill out this
coupon and mail it to us.

Please send me information about UC summer sessions,
l a m a student or teacher at:

GIFTS
PARTY SUPPUeS
ART SUPPLIES

3220 Pacific Avww
466-7031
Ftm Delivery and Gift Wrap
OPEN MONDAY EVENINGS

Haverty

the University Theatre are two
completely different operations.
The
theatre
is
logically
administered by the drama
department; "Who else would do
it? Pharmacy?" asks Jacquie
Kapphahn, assistant costumer of
the theatre.
Same at Fallon
Similarly, at Fallon House
Theatre, UOP's summer stock in
Columbia, all people who wish to
study and perform at Fallon are
eligible for selection whether
they are drama majors or not.
During the past several
seasons at Fallon there were
quite a few students who were not
drama majors but who had
considerable interest and talent
in drama.
When asked why she had not
applied to Fallon, Alisa Kim who
played Patty in Charlie Brown
replied, "But I'm not a drama
major." Again, it is not
necessary to be a drama major
or a UOP student to attend
Fallon.
Obviously, a drama major is
apt to have more experience and
ability to compete for roles and
get them than others.
The fact that a person is a
drama major does not guarantee
that he will get a role or go to
Fallon House.
"These
policies,"
adds
Kahn, "grow out of the intention
that the All University Theatre
be as open and as flexible as
possible. They should involve
and teach as many students as
possible."
Anyone is eligible to try-out
for a role during try-outs.
Anyone is eligible to work on
a show in any capacity.
"Everyone
is
cordially
invited to exercise his talents in
theatre as much as he wishes to
be involved," says Dr. Kahn,
"This is the All University
Theatre policy, and it is a policy
that I am in agreement with and
support.'
Applications
for
Fallon
House will be accepted up to
April 10. The 23rd season's plays
have been selected. They are:
You're a Good Man, Charlie
Brown; A Flea in Her Ear; Play
it Again, Sam: Exit the Body;
and How the Other Half Loves.
The cost is $700: it covers 8 units,
room, and board for eight weeks.
Partial scholarships are avail
able.

THE BEST AT LAKE TAHOE...
TYROLIAN VILLAGE
•Magnificent views of Lake Tahoe. Complete!
{summer and winter sports facilities plus tax,
•advantages...
•Interest only financing...

71P

Mail to: 570 University Hall, Univ. of Cal., Berkeley. Ca. 94720. •

{Chalet rental program for owners...
{joint venture groups welcome...
{phone collect or write for information on a complete experience in;
{living and tax shelter too.

{Mr. D. VanHovel, Box 5387, Walnut Creek, Ca. 94598
(415) 245-2445
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from page 1

should be supplemented with academic credit
through COP."
In speaking of the drawn-out budget process
conducted this year, Vaughn stated that he has
already begun work on having all the budgets
evaluated by the end of May. If this system works,
organizations could receive funding in September.
"The only reason it was changed this year was
because the Senate was inconsistant in what it
wanted."
Vaughn claims that one of his major goals next
year will be to prevent further tuition increases.
"I didn't like the tactics used by David Bennet this
year regarding the tuition raise and the rest of the
Executive Board in trying to hold secret meetings
with University Vice-Presidents. What happened
was that we had one big general meeting that turned
into really a useless thing. It didn't solve anything.
The raise wasn't stopped, it wasn't even evaluated.
"The way that I want to stop tuition increases is by
reinstating the President's Committee on Gover
nance."
Vaughn stated that the ASUOP Senate "serves
in a rubber stamp capacity" because of the
undefined structure of the constitution. "They have
no responsibility. Not one legislative proposal came
from the Senate floor this year."
Elaborating further, Vaughn stated that he
thought that the Senate was "much too political"
this year. He felt that the cause for the "mediocrity''
in the Senate was the summer salaries issue that
caused mistrust. "The change in budget priorities
was primarily a rejection of David Bennet's
programs. People didn't want to put their money
into a one-man program. But I don't think it was the
Senate's fault that they served that lackadaisical
purpose. It's the structure."
Vaughn stated that he plans on continuing the
Student Advocacy Board next year and would like to
see student evaluation of teachers developed again,
primarily through the responsibility of the
individual colleges, but financed by ASUOP. He
would also like to expand student services by
completing the record store, moving it to a different
facility, and purchasing some buses for ASUOP use.
Vaughn also emphasized a major concern in the
library, and the proposed building of the new athletic

White

Coward

Jack Coward, a
vice-presidential candi
date for ASUOP, envi
sions that office as an ad
ministrative force that
will get programs com
pleted with a secondary
role of initiation. His
qualifications are well
defined in the art of ad
ministration and organ
ization. He served as
Secretary General of the
Model UNA, was a poli
tical science teaching
assistant, and is pre
sently a resident assis
tant at Grace Covell.
The goals that he has
set for himself are
multifold. First, he sees
the need to have a more
efficient student govern
ment. Secondly, Coward
hopes to have a compre
hensive faculty eval
uation. His third goal is

one of judicial reform.
Coward believes in a
need to standardize
court procedures and
sentencing He further
proposes the utilization
of a pre-law course to
increase student equal
ity.
"The ASUOP should
be a lobby unit for the
UOP students. Realizing
our economic power, the

from page 1

These problems can be located through
questionnaires of the nature that White has been
familiar with this year at ASUOP and the Office of
Information and through his experience as a
business major. The results of the task force, made
up of volunteers, can later be publicized for further
discussion through a monthly newsletter and openhouses.
Though this year's senate has been
"intimidated," White added, through such task
forces and a rise in communication and qualified
personnel "we can dispense the power more evenly
and effect change where we feel students want the
change."
He went on to say "I do not believe that students
are apathetic, but merely isolated." Many jobs, a lot
of them paying positions, are open to all students
here at ASUOP; they simply need to be made aware
of them. I saw this particularly as I worked this year
in student services, and the best way to make these
students aware is to elect the most qualified man."
''Over the past months I' ve gotten a sense of the
way this university is put together; there's a lot I
don't like. I feel I can do something about this or I
wouldn't be running. I'm not into government
because I get a thrill about having an office. There's
a method to my madness and it's tied up in who and
what I am. There's a lot to be done, a lot that can be>
done with a little effort."
ASUOP should get
student reductions at
local establishments,"
stated Coward.
He believes the most

center on Knowles Field, "the only open area still
free for student use." Vaughn also stated that he
would like to see more students from "middle
America" attracted to UOP to prevent UOP from
becoming an "elitist institution."
Vaughn summarizes his campaign philosophy
by saying, "I believe the students of this university
are tired of political philosophising, empty
campaign promises, and undefined and intangible
programs. I'm interested in building programs of
substance; programs that will benefit you;
programs that reflect a quarter of a million dollars
in student funds."

important issue is the
ASUOP budget since it
has been
unequally
distributed among the
various colleges.
Coward also be
lieves that the present
student
government
should not be criticized
for it's past deeds.
"Within that same
emphasized
spirit,
Coward, "I hope that the
President and VicePresident are individuals
judged for their qualities and not as running
mates."

Hilary

Dozer

the year starts. I feel
that next year the Social
should
be
budget
increased
and
the
Forum
reoriented
toward
community
rather than national
speakers."
Dozer was not in
agreement with the
changing of the budget
priorities because he felt
that funding the CIP
program first "short
changed the students in
terms of programs that
they get the most
immediate
benefits
from." Dozer empha
sized that the CIP Pro
gram should not be elim
inated, however, since it
is a valuable program.

Participating
in
probably
the most
competitive
political
race this Spring, Hilary
Dozer spoke recently of
his
candidacy
for
ASUOP Vice-President.
Dozer has been
actively
involved in
different
forms of
student
government
during his three years at
Pacific, and spent this
last year as an ASUOP
Senator-at-large. In that
capacity, Dozer was
known for his strength
against pressure groups
Dozer stated that
and his determination to Student Services was
vote m accordance with "the best thing that
what he felt was best.
happened this year".
Next year he would like
to see an expansion of
these services because
so many things could be
offered to students at
reduced rates through
the ASUOP.
With regards to the
social program, Dozer
felt that many more
things should have been
offered to students for
the budget that the
Social Committee had
When questioned this year. Dozer would
regarding the power of like to see two large
the
Vice-President, concerts in the Fall and
Dozer admitted that in Spring, but felt that the
many cases it would be emphasis should be
easy
for a
Vice- placed on weekend
President to become activities to "break the
merely
a "glorified monotony."
One of Dozer's
Senator."
Dozer
campaign
emphasized that the job primary
issues
is
the
necessity
of
of
Vice-President
communication
and
requires "an innovative
person
who
won't effective student input.
plans
on
stagnate."
Dozer Dozer
frequent
pointed out that because establishing
student
newsletters
next
the constitution gives so
the
occassional
Many responsibilities to year and
the "Vice-Presidential polling of students to
Position can vary with obtain opinions on
each individual and be various
issues. Dozer
very exciting."
would
also
like to see the
j
Office
of
Information
Since the VicePresident
is
the used in such a fashion
Chairman
of
the that programs would be
Financial
Committee, known to students. In
Dozer had some definite particular, he felt that
office
should
°Pinions
on
the this
publicize
committee
Procedure for allocating,
[unds to organizations. openings available to
The budgets should be students and announce
finished by the end of the place and time of the
each year so that the numerous meetings that
groups know how much ASUOP is involved with.
In retrospect, Dozer
Money they have when

felt that the Senate was
influenced too much this
year by "power plays by
self-interest groups or
the Executive Board."
Nonetheless, Dozer is
adamant when he says,
"There is no decision
that I made in the Senate
this year that I can't
justify."

BradSylvester

ASUOP's vice pres
ident, Brad Sylvester
believes, "must be able
to weigh fairly the prior
ities of ASUOP against
the demands of indi
vidual groups," and, fur
ther, to "take over where
the president's duties
leave
off... The
vice
president has time to
coordinate the activities
of the campus, and to
communicate with all of
the funded student
groups."
Although he sup
ports Tony Vaughn for
president, Sylvester
pledges
wholehearted
cooperation wth whom
ever wins the election.
He offers to work
through the summer on a
budget more fluidly
based on possibilities for
funding through con
certs and student service
agencies..
Sylvester, presently
managing the Anderson
Y Bookstore, supports
expansion of studentoperated services, and
proposes that students
operate
the
student
union when it is built.
"The student union
has been an ASUOP
thing-there hasn't been a
lot of student input."
Both the yearbook,and
plans for the student
union, he feels, should be
opened
to
student
control; the yearbook,
for instance, could be
done in many different
forms by different
segments of UOP, then
compiled into a single
volume.

Stressing
that
students should be very
deeply involved in the
community, Sylvester
supports the proposed
UOP extension program
"wholeheartedly" while
urging expansion of the
"free university" into
the community next
year.
Sylvester
calls
ASUOP efforts to include
students
in
the
university governance
structure to date "a
great idea," but decries
lack of feedback from
the administration and
from students outside
ASUOP government.
"Why is it that
students have the feeling
that they don't know
where their tuition
money goes? It should be
the students' decision as
much as L
aministration's. It students
are given responsibility
for such programs as
food
service,
they
become responsible.
They could take over
some
administrative
jobs.''
As a former member
of Raymond College,
now of COP, Sylvester
appreciates the value of
living with and adapting
to others, of accom
modating oneself to var
ious systems without
losing one's individual
ity. He rejects the "onesidedness" of the "Euca
lyptus curtain."
"I have to be myself
from the start. If I'm just
myself, people will know
how to judge me and I
won't get labeled by the
role I play in daily in
"I have to be myself
from the start. If I'm just
myself, people will know
how to judge me and I
won't get labeled by the
role I play daily in
having to hassle things
that other people don't
want to think about."

should either get more
out of the $75 fee or that
the fee should be
lowered. He has a
number of ideas in mind
for
expanding
the
student services, such as
more rentals of things
such as cooling systems
for individual rooms. He
is also interested in a
student
merchantdiscount program with
Stockton merchants.
Gullo is now the head of
the ASUOP Travel
Agency, which is a
completely self-sup
porting program.

Gullo is also in the
opinion that students
have very little to say
about
University
policies and feels that
students should have
more involvement in the
hiring,
firing,
and
evaluation of faculty, for
example, since they are
best qualified to judge
them. "We pay so much
in tuition and we should
have something to say,"
reported Gullo.
He feels that sug
gestions could also be
given to the administra
tion on how to econo
mize and what areas are
real priorities on the real
budget. "The quality of
education is very impor
tant," he added.
Gullo also uncov
ered the fact that the
ASUOP has two ac
counts with the univer
sity, one operational ac
count and one time or
savings account. The
administration
takes
money out of the time ac
count and places it in the
operational account as it
Jeff
G u N o is needed. The only
catch, as Gullo reported,
Expansion
of is that the University is
student services is a getting interest from the
major interest of Jeff time account and chat
Gullo, one of
the every check written by
candidates running for the ASUOP must be ap
the office of ASUOP vice proved by a dea.i. Gullo
wants ASUOP to have
president.
it's
own independent ana
Gullo
feels
that
students pay a lot of separate account.
see page 15
money and that they
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improvement in all aspects.
He remarked, "Many times
Charles
different groups on campus
completely overlooked.
R i c h a r d s o n are
Because some of these groups
A candidate for senator, are very important in the
lives of many students, they
one of Charles Richardson's
main goals teto dohte bes"to must always be remembered
bring more unification to and considered.
Richardson is pleased
Pacific.
with the COP constitution and
He wishes to "break the
barrier between the various feels that it will be a big
colleges here and try to bring improvement for COP and
them all closer together." also UOP.
Because all students have a
common goal, which is to
learn - both scholastically and
socially, he feels that "with a
lot of help, a few academic
and social changes, and a
little more willingness to get
together, the students would
be less diversified."
Charles feels that the
government this year has
been a sound one, but feels
that there is always room for

Songleaders
Roxanne Fowler
Roxanne Fowler, who is
seeking the position of head
songleader, claims that she
can offer the student body
enthusiasm, spirit, and a
sincere effort to improve
Pacific's songleading squad.
Besides having tap
danced since the age of 4.
Roxanne
recently
parti
cipated in two musicals as a
dancer. She was social
chairman for Grace Covell
last semester, and says she
"really enjoyed doing some
thing constructive for the
school."
"Songleading is much
more
than
traveling,
partying, and meeting guys,"
says Roxanne. "Because
Pacific's songleaders are
extensions of the university,
songleading must be taken
seriously. Precision, grace,
good formations, and new
routines are needed."
"The songleaders also
need more flattering outfits,
and they must be required to
show up at all the games, not
the just the important ones.
And most of all, our
songleaders should have a lot
of pride - pride in their
dancing and in their school. In
this way, UOP will have pride
in them," she concluded.

Andy

Andy Harris is running
for a one year term as an
ASUOP senator-at-large. He
is a Junior with experience at
Raymond and COP. Harris
has recently completed an
internship with California
Rural Legal Assistance.
"The trend toward everincreasing tuition is one I d
like to stop", said Harris. He
also cited the laziness of some
present senators and poor
organizational practices as
motivations for his running.
Harris claimed that quorums
are hard to come by at
Student Council meetings. He
recommended that a regular,
publicly
announced time
and place for meetings was

Ben

Betty

Chin

Using the Songleading
Squad in a public relations
light is one idea expressed by
Betty Chin, candidate for that
office.
She would like to see the
squad take part in special
events, as marching in the
Disneyland Parade, going to
high schools, and perhaps
help judging of other events.
This, explained Betty, would
show UOP to other schools.
CHANGES
Getting rid of "old men"
as judges was another idea.
She would like to see
songleaders and cheer
leaders from other schools,
experienced in this area, be
invited in to judge the tryouts. "Last year it was old
men and some football
players."
DUTIES
The main duty of the head
songleader, as Betty sees it, is
to organize the squad and
make sure
practices are
regular and the squad makes
use of game time.
Also, she hopes to have an
organized squad, which will
present organised sugges
tions and requests to the
ASUOP Senate.

Harris

needed. He also felt that a
published agenda for each
meeting
would
allow
interested
students
to
participate. These things
would help the Student
Council to be more responsive
and representative.
Andy feels that there
shoqld be much greater
communication within the
university.
The
many
opportunities offered by each
college should be regularly
brought to the attention of the
entire student body. He fur
ther feels that student
participation in all academic,
social and community affairs
should get greater support
and emphasis from ASUOP.
"An ASUOP senator
must be aware of the needs
and inclinations of each of the
individual colleges. Then his
responsibility is to suc
cessfully integrate the indi
vidual entities into a cohe
sive whole - a responsibility
imperative
in
keeping
communications open and
productive." Harris con
tinued, "Failure to do so can
only hinder our potential
growth."

Bar hot

Ben Barbot, a candidate
for the office of senator-atlarge for one year, would like
to see a de-emphasis of sports
in the university budget.
He sees a need for new
programs to be started and
feels that "any apathy on
campus is a result of stale
programs and that students
are bored." Barbot used the
Coffee House as an example
of how new programs start off
well but slowly die out. He
feels that new programs
would raise interest among
students.
Barbot would also like to
see new programs developed
through the Anderson Y,
especially in the community.
He would like to see more
money allocated to the
Anderson Y and would like to
expand the tutoring program.

Betty was in songleading
from junior high school
through senior high. She has
taken lessons in modern, folk
and contemporary dancing.

Arthur Smoke
"Things this year would
have been different if
senators had actually talked
to their constituents,"
declares
Conservatory
president Arthur Smoke,
candidate for ASUOP Senate.
Pointing out that UOP
students pay over twice as
much in student fees each
year as students at Berkeley,
Smoke
calls
for
a
strengthening of social
services to students.
If elected, Smoke hopes to
write a column on ASUOP
senate doings for the
Pacifican, and pledges to
seek input on controversial
issues
throughout
the
campus.
Grass jams, concerts,
refrigerator rentals, low air
fares, the ASUOP record
store, help in apartment
hunting, such services should
be first-priority in student
government, Smoke holds. He
would like to work toward
getting students into athletic
events and concerts free.
Smoke suggests carefully-supervised communitv

Kathy
Slankard

Vying for the position of
one-year Senator-at-large is
Kathy Slankard, a sopho
more at Callison.
Primarily interested in
promoting a better rela
tionship between students
and the student body govern
ment, Kathy stresses the
importance of a senator's
representing students, rather
than the school as a whole.
Says Kathy, "This year at
ASUOP we have seen the
beginnings of the student
store, more music events and
speaker
presentations
through co-funding, a birth
control
clinic,
voter's
registration, the appropria
tion of funds to supplement
Emergency Food in the com
munity, etc. A good relation
ship is essential to continue
and initiate more programs
as needed."
Kathy also feels the
necessity
for
improving
relations between the campus
and the Stockton community.
Anderson Y has become very
influential in the commun
ity; why not ASUOP? She
would like to change the
image of the UOP student as a
"rich kid" in the eyes of the
community.
Although this year a large
amount of money was
allocated for programs
dealing with the community such as Anderson Y and CIPit seems that more emphasis
is placed on domestic
involvement.
Kathy has worked at
Anderson Y for a year, in the
coffeehouse, and served as a
coordinator for the Peoples
Bookstore.
programs such as tutorial
aid, but "wouldn't like it to
become first-priority...A lot
of people were upset this year
about
the
community
thing..."
Favoring
student
involvement in governance
and in running service
programs, he cautions,
however,
that
"the
administration can't very
well let us have a free hand
unless we prove to them tha
we can run student services,
that we can do business. Then
we'll move in and do what we
can."

J
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COP Senators
Mike Heer

Michael Heer, a
senatorial candidate for
the College of the Pacific
has a genuine desire to
activate change and
involvement in present
»»¥¥»»*¥¥¥»¥¥¥¥¥
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"This university
needs people who care
various living groups to
about the student body
serve on committees.
as a whole. There's a lot
Miss
Thomas
of money coming to COP
students in the fall that
revealed her second
can be put to good use,
area of concern as a plan
with the proper student
for
an
assembly
power,"
emphasized
committee to study the
Heer.
One
of
his ideas is
freshman I and I
to
develop
a
better
public
program. It would study
relations and communi
a means to increase the
cations
system within
co-ordination
and
N a n c y T h o m a s linkage
the university. "No stu
of courses. The
dent
should be put in the
Nancy
Thomas, presence of a standing
J
o
h
n
F
r
e
d
r
i
c
k
current ASUOP Chief committee,
Miss
John Rapf
Justice is vying for the Thomas hopes,
will
John Frederick feels
newly created chair provide a channel foi that one of the major
John Rapf, current
manship of the College of student input.
ly
in
his third year at
problems with COP is
the Pacific Assembly.
The university level that once a student lives UOP, is seeking a posi
The duties of the is the third area that the off campus he looses tion as one-year senator
office, created by the COPA Chairman hopeful contact
with whats from COP.
One of John's main
recently approved COP plans
to
examine. going on back at school.
goals
is to get more
constitution, are two According to Miss He feels that with a
participation
fold, chairing the COP Thomas, COP is entitled newsletter or something student
and
involvement
in
Assembly meetings and to representation on similar he can make it
school
issues.
He
feels
acting as COP repre many
committees, possible
for
these that ASUOP is still
sentative in the ASUOP including the Student students to keep in touch
dominated to an extent
Senate.
Affairs
Council and if they so desire. He feels by the administration
If
elected Miss Academic Affairs.
that this is a very and that students should
Thomas plans to fulfill
"If
we
have important step to take, be allowed to determine
the dual responsibilities representation on these for before the entire where their $4,000 a year
in three primary areas. committees, we will be university can be united goes.
"Having gone to
First,
she aims to able to tackle COP it would be best to unite
Pacific
for three years, I
approach COP students' problems on all levels," COP first.
have
experienced
the
Miss Thomas declared.
needs at "eye level."
and
Regarding her role
Frederick also feels exasperations
"I would like to
frustration
of
belonging
establish a course and as COP representative that instead of bringing
to a student organization
teacher
evaluation on the ASUOP Senate, the university and the that has been impotent in
program that would be the Pacific junior hopes community together, a accomplishing goals
available to all COP to propose an initial step should be taken to that are not approved by
students and would help attendance policy for bring the students and
us determine what senators ,passed at the the university together
Jim Kinslow
teachers and courses are beginning of the Senate and the students and the
faculty together.
Jim Kinslow, a
like," the candidate for year.
Miss
Thomas
sophomore
at COP, who
COPA Chairman stated.
Frederick
feels
that
is
seeking
the
one-year
In addition, Miss advocates that "the
Thomas outlined a Senate exert its powers COPA Chairman is a Senator position in
Proposed
Grievance to require ASUOP Board very important position ASUOP, has been a
to make for next year's COP member of the InterBoard for COP students. Directors
Fraternity Council for
If students feel they have periodic reports back to government will be the three semesters and
been unfairly evaluated the Senate." If elected, first. He would like to see currently
is
viceby a COP professor, they she would also attempt COP get started on the president.
right foot so that the
could receive assistance to remove the charges to
In an interview with
college
can have a good
from the five-member UOP students at athletic
Kinslow, he stressed his
stable government from sincerity towards the
body.
events.
"I think I can do the the beginning.
office and his willingness
In order to enhance
to give full attention to
communication with job and get things
If
elected
for
this
issues as needed. His
rolling.
We're
not
students,
the
COPA
office,
John
Frederick
major
areas of interest
Chairman candidate apathetic. I'm willing to
in
student
affairs are
will
be
one
of
the
chief
stated
she
would work to make COP
those
of
allocation
of
encourage
assembly government a strong spokesman for COP and ASUOP funds, problems
will represent COP in the
^embers to seek out force in this university,"
of student apathy, and
concluded Miss Thomas. Senate.
rePresentatives from the

position as to search for
his student government.
It should always be at
close hand to any
student,"
explained
Heer.
Mike, a pre-law
major,
is a COP
freshman and was an
active participant in his
high school government
and in his community.

the
administration.
These are trends that I
intend on fighting to
reverse as ASUOP
Senator," says Rapf.
He feels areas such
as scholarship reviews
should be established to
at least watch and even
reglate money flows
within the university.
Says Rapf, "I feel
there should be more
student voice in policies
and everything which af
fects the student."

"rubber stamp legisla
ture
without
real
thought."
He is concerned with
the COP representation
in ASUOP and feels that
COP needs a stronger
voice
in
student
government. "If elected,
I would make sure that
COP demands were
articulated
to
the
Senate," Kinslow stated.
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Composers
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On!

by Rod Trovinger
This evening at 8:15 in the
Conservatory, the Composer's
Club will present a concert on the
topic
"Mixed-media
and
Audience Participation."
First on the program will be
Friday April 7th
a piece by Bob Coburn entitled
This
entails
the
Bay Area: Sha Na Na, Malo, and Sweathog will appear at Winterland 11/5.
simultaneous
playing
of
eleven
Arena in San Francisco tonight and tomorrow night. The show starts
at 8 pm with tickets available at the door for $4. Advance sale tickets very different .recordings of
Beethoven's Fifth Symphony.
also obtainable at the Sears Ticketron outlet.
"Robin" a multi-media pop opera celebration will be running at
The Conservatory Student
Friends and Relations Theatre located at 660 Great Highway on the body might find unexpected
beach in San Francisco. Performances will be Wednesday through pleasure in this piece if Goethe's
Friday at 8:30 pm, Saturday at 7 pm and 10:30 pm, and Sunday at 7:30 comment about the "Fifth
pm. Ticket prices are $3.50 and $4.50 for weekday and Sunday
Symphony" comes true...one
performances and $4.50 and $5.50 for Friday and Saturday shows. For
fears that the house would come
further information, call 922-8800.
The Electronic Simulsense Theatre Company presents "Peter Pan" down if all the instruments were
in rock fantasy form in the Wabe at Lone Mountain College - 2800 Turk to play together.
This performance might
Boulevard in San Francisco. Performances are on Thursdays at 8:30
pm, Friday at 8:30 and 10:30 pm, and Saturday at 2:30 and 8:30 pm. prove to have a very interesting
Tickets are $3.50 for general admission, and $2.50 for student rush 15 outcome providing the circuit
minutes before curtain time.
breakers don't blow when all
Michael Lorimer, classical guitarist, will give one concert only eleven amplifiers are turned on.
tonight in Dinkelspiel Auditorium at Stanford in Palo Alto at 8 pm.
Next on the program will be a
Price is $4 for general admission, $3.25 for students, and $2 for student
rusn.
piece entitled Contretemps by
"Jesus Christ Superstar" will appear at the Orpheum Theatre corner Philip
A.
Perkins
who
of Market and Hyde Streets in San Francisco for a limited undoubtedly is a "mad"
engagement. Curtain times are: Tuesday and Thursday at 8:30 pm,
Sunday at 5 and 8 pm, and Friday and Saturday at 7 and 10 pm. Tickets conductor. This is a piece in
(any
range from $3.50 to $7.50. More information is available by calling 621- which one musician
instrument) improvises on the
5000.
podium facing an orchestra of
UOP: Anderson Y Cinema will show "Reflections in a Golden Eye" conductors who attempt to
tonight, tomorrow night, and Sunday at 6:30 and 9 pm. Free to all. impose their will on the
Composers Club will present another evening of original works in the musician's improvisations.
Conservatory at 8:15 pm. No admission charge.

Cacophony by James Horner
a piece for twelve wind
instruments will be performed
next. You could probably best
describe this piece as a walking
dodecaphonic (12-tone) chord.
Joseph
Paul
Taylor s
Practice Room Piece will be
performed in conjunction with
Yoko Ono's Bicycle Piece for
Orchestra. This piece is
somewhat difficult to describe.
Performing various works from
the classical literature a number
of mixed musicians will perform
in the practice rooms behind the
auditorium so producing music
that will be heard by the audience
through the walls.
Meanwhile the bicycle
brigade will be demonstrating
their ability to dodge each other
while attempting to ride upon the
stage.
The audience shall "try their
hand at things" in the next piece
entitled Anyone I (t) by J.
Timothy Kolosick. A score
incorporating both new sounds as
well as traditional audience
sounds will be projected on the
stage whereupon the audience
will attempt to provide the
performance.
Last on the program will be a

piece by N. B. Lingle titled Ivory
Cake (a very refreshing piece)
which probably should be
performed during intermission
but due to the lack of proper
vending
machines on the
premise
(which
performed
under
those
circumstances
might indirectly aid to the lack of
an audience) it was decided that
this piece be placed at a more
advantageous position at the end.
Admission is free.

ZPG
Celebration
"Celebration of the Earth"
will be the theme of a concert and
fair featuring Stewart Little and
Buckwheat Wednesday, April 19,
from 7 pm to 1 am in Raymond
Great Hall and the Raymond
Common Room.
The event is sponsored by
the San -Joaquin County Zero
Population Growth chapter,
which is attempting to raise
money for local populationeducation projects including
billboards, pamphlets, speakers,
and films. The charge will be
$1.50 per person. All interested
persons are invited to attend.

Saturday, April 8th
Bay Area: San Francisco Symphony will present an evening of music
under the direction of guest conductor Joseph Krips as a tribute to
Maestro Krip's 70th birthday. The concert will consist of the
conductor's favorite works. Curtain is at 8:30 at the Opera House in
San Francisco. Tickets range from $4 to $8.50. Further information is
available by calling 626-8345.
The World's Greatest Jazz Band will perform at the Masonic
Auditorium in San Francisco tonight at 8:30 pm. Tickets are $3.50,
$4.50, $5.50 and $6.50.
Sunday, April 9th
Bay Area: Opera soprano Leontyne Price will appear in concert at
the Opera House in San Francisco tonight at 8:30 pm. Ticket prices
are $4.50, $5.50, $6.50 and $7.50. Information obtainable by calling 2345624.
Tuesday April 11th
UOP: A graduate recital will be presented by Carol Hayes, pianist, in
the Conservatory at 8:15 pm. No charge for admission.
Wednesday, April 12th
UOP: Vickie Miles, flautist, will appear in concert tonight in the
Conservatory at 8:15 pm. No admission charge.
Thursday, April 13th
UOP: Two students of the Conservatory of Music will present their
senior recitals at 8:15 pm in the Conservatory. Bob Woodward,
violinist, and Peggy Salmon, trombonist, will perform. Free to all.
Friday, April 14th
Bay Area: J. Geils Band, The Elvin Bishop Group, and Merry Clayton
will appear at Winterland tonight and tomorrow night at 8 pm.
Tickets are $3.50 advance and $4 at the door.
Deep Purple and Buddy Miles will appear in concert at the Berkeley
Community Theatre tonight only at 8 pm. Tickets are $3.50, $4.50, and
$5.50 and are available at the Sear's Ticketron outlet.
UOP: Anderson Y Cinema presents "Who's Afraid of Virginia Woolf'
tonight, tomorrow night, and Sunday at 6:30 and 9 pm in the Anderson
Lecture Hall. Free.
Robert Brown, saxophonist, and Joan Hildebrand, pianist, will both
present their Senior recitals at 8:15 pm in the Conservatory.
Admission is free.

4-Pc. STEREO SYSTEM

I
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High Quality—Low Price!

SAVE *29.85

BSR310X
Independent testing labs call It the best

magnetic turntable value around. No
wonder it's a best seller. Cue and
pause. Anti-skate. Complete with
Shure M-75 magnetic cartridge, base
and dust cover.

54 95

EV 11A

The Electro-Voice EV 11A ts a two way
loud speaker system designed to econo
mize on. space and on budget. Only
through the most recent engineering
advances and production techniques
can such a value be offered. Single
speaker $29.95.

90 i

59 AMr

NIKKO
STA-301
Nikko's STA-301 Receiver offers a host

of Impressive features . .. including all
solid state circuitry. FET, Audio Lin
ear Integrated Circuit as well as Cir
cuit Breaker Protection.

Complete System Price. 129"
6130 Pacific Ave.

I

144"
$259*0
K bought
separately

477-0082
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Awareness

Engineer

of

the

Yeor

Heybourne Receives Award

The Anderson Y is now entire session. This includes a
American Society of Civil
Dr. Robert Heyborne, dean Engineers Council to the Engineers, theCalifornia Society
$10.00 non-refundable deposit.
engineer
in
the
general
area
of
The enrollment is limited to of the School of Engineering,
of Professional Engineers, the
received the "Engineer of the Fresno to Lodi who has made the Institute of Electrical and
workshop in Sensory 20 people.
week
most
significant
contributions
to
Year" award and plaque
awareness. This will be an
Contact the Anderson Y for
profession and to Electronic Engineers, the
intensive small group experience more information or phone 478- recently at the Annual San the engineering
Institute of Traffic Engineers,
Joaquin Valley Engineers Week his community.
with the. group meeting for six 3358.
the
Illuminating
Engineers
Participating
societies
Banquet.
consecutive sessions lasting 2
Society, and the Professional
The annual award is include the Asssociation of Engineers
and one half hours per session.
in
California
presented
by the San Joaquin Public Works Officials, the Government.
By using sensory awareness
Dr. Heyborne was cited for
techniques, the leaders will
his
accomplishments
in
facilitate the participants in 1)
Approximately 200 students
revitalizing the UOP School of
focusing in on the here, now and
from 14 Northern California
Engineering and for guiding the
how of being; 2) Increasing
school to full accreditation by the
perceptiveness to their inner colleges were on campus March
Engineers' Council for Profes
most feelings, strivings and 25 for a Regional Institute of the
Model United Nations of the Far
sional Development. Under Dr.
needs, and 3) Learning how to
Heyborne's
leadership,
the
express and be recipients of non West.
The day-long session, which
school developed a Cooperative
verbal communication. The
Education Program that alter
meetings will continue every included an international
nates work experience with
Tuesday from 8 pm to 10; 30 pm at luncheon, was sponsored by
classroom
studies
for
Wendell Phillips Hall, UOP. The Pacific's Model UN Association
as
a
training
session
with
a
dual
engineering
students.
Enroll
„nst is $20.00 per person for the
purpose. The first was to prepare
ment at the school has doubled
the delegates for the April
since Dr. Heyborne was named
meeting in Seattle of the entire
dean three years ago.
Far West session and the second
In receiving the award, the
was to give the UOP delegates
dean also was cited for his work
experience for hosting the 1973
in local, regional and national
Far West session.
engineering organizations and
The activities on Saturday
for his numerous visits to local
included a mock general
high schools to discuss the
assembly session in the
engineering profession.
afternoon and training program
in the morning to practice rules,
work on resolutions and discuss
caucus procedures. Issues
•HUE7/
considered during the day were
Bxavae
the arms race and international
use of nuclear energy, policies of
apartheid and colonialism in
South Africa, and human
environment
and
world
industrial and technological
JESUS THE RADICAL by Ada
development.
Lum, 40 pages, paper, 316-3, 75
Chairman of the institute
cents.
Jesus challenged
the
was Craig Urbani, a graduate
capitalists,
argued
with
student, and coordinator was
community
leaders,
crashed
traditional social barriers, debated
Jack Coward, secretary general
with the Establishment,
and
for the 1973 session.
generally upset the expectations of
his contemporaries. Was he a
Bola Sete, jazz guitarist, will be playing here Sunday, April 9, in the
reformer, a revolutionary, a
Raymond Common Room at 8pm.
radical? This group Bible study

sponsoring a workshop and a
seminar. Tuesday it began a six

MUN

Ada Lum

guide focuses on eight sections
from the Gospel of John. The goal?
To encourage a new look at Jesus
Christ and to stimulate the kind of
response this new look demands .

Family Book Store
Weberstown Mall
open week nights until 9

TERMPAPERS

Researched.written and professional!y
yped. All writers have a minimum
iS, BA d e g r e e . Instant Service.

CALL TOLL FREE

(anywhere in the country for i.iformation and rates)

800-638-0852

or
Call Collect (3011 656-5770
EDUCATIONAL RESEARCH. i n c 5530 Wisconsin Ave. • Suite ' 6 9 0
Washington, D. C . 2001b

SEXUAL
AWARENESS
WEEKEND
APRIL 15-16
COLUMBIA STATE PARK
SIGN UP AT ANDERSON Y

Advance Registration for
Fall 1972-73 will be held April 10 May 6th. You may pick up
registration material April 10 21, either in front of the
Administration Building, or in
the
Registrar's
Office
(depending on the weather).
Registrations will not be
accepted without your Advisor's
signature.
Please
make
appointments to see your
Advisor.

SeaaniHi'd Liquors
LIQUOR - WINE - DELICATESSEN

Party Supplies - Groceries Keg Beer - Free Delivery

WITH THIS COUPON
HAMBURGER FRIES AND
SOFT DRINK

v.miti n.
CUSTOM2\AD£

^3'5378

3DORD£r

„ BIG SYD - 45c
4 2 2 7

Cliffs Notes are designed to
help you be calm, cool and
capable in the toughest
literature courses. They're
written by experts to give you
the outside-of-class help you
need to understand (and enjoy)
your reading assignments Look
them over Your dealer has
nearly 200 titles available
covering the most frequently
assigned plays and novels.

125 E. JAMESTOWN
STOCKTON. CALIF.

PHONE 478-3275

182,

...only $1

P A C I F I C

A V E N U E

GOOD THRU APRIL 21, _1972_

UOP

otek.
LMk tar tkt Cliffs Nates "first
Aid" Statiaa wktrtver keeks
are said

THRIFTY DRUG

495C Pacific Ave.
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Gridders Reach Halfway Point:
With spring-practice ses drawing raves for their devel
sions nearly three-fourths over, opment along with veterans
Pacific football1 rco
/coach Chester Craig Vittitoe and John LiebenCaddas says his squad is good.
Sophomore quarterback
"making good progress" toward
achieving the three major goals Carlos Brown and senior
he established prior to the start of runningmate Wayne Willis have
been battling one another evenly
practice.
as
captains of the Tigers' new
The Tigers have held
sessions daily for three weeks Houston Veer Option attack.
and Caddas says "we're well Five of their receiving targets
along in building a winning have also been making strides.
Veterans Ken Marshall and
attitude, beefing up the running
game and evaluating our Tom Hall have found plenty of
competition in JC newcomers
players."
"Our winter conditioning Dan Romeo, Rob Mottram and
program has enabled us to do Dave McElhinney.
The offensive line, gouged by
more things faster than we could
last year," says Caddas. "We've graduation, has been buoyed by
had a minimum of injuries and new arrivals like Gary Perry (6almost a total absence of injuries 2, 235), Chris Macon (6-2, 220)
that have forced people out of and Bob Kostlan (6-3, 250). Rich
Masey (6-3, 240) and Tim Farley
action."
The beefed-up running (6-2,220), two veterans who
attack has been keyed by the missed all or part of last season
steady efforts of a quartet of with injuries, letterman Ken
Castleman (6-2,218) and massive
newcomers.
Sophomore Willard Harrell, Willie Viney (6-0, 275) have been
a speedster from Stockton's helping to make the offensive line
Edison High School, has been the picture brighter.
Veterans Jim Sutton, Chuck
standout. His explosive long runs
have highlighted scrimmage North and Pete Carroll have been
conspicuous
performers
sessions so far.
defensively
along
with the
Three junior-college trans
fers, Mike Mangrum, Mike Davis linebacking quartet of Larry
and Marc Shea, have also been Mankins, Dennis Bruno, Steve

DO
SPORTS SCHEDULE
Friday, April 7
Baseball, Pacific va. LA State, Stockton, 7:30 pm.
Golf, Pacific vs. Stanford, there, 12:30 pm.
Saturday, April 8
Baseball, Pacific vs. LA State, Stockton, 12 noon
Track, Pacific at Sacramento State Relays
Track, Pacific at Sacramento State Relays
Tennis, Pacific vs. Nevada-Reno, there, 2 pm.
Tuesday, April 11
Baseball, Pacific vs. Stanislaus State, Stockton, 7:30 pm.

Netmen Break
Losing Streak
by Steve Kessler
Pacific's varsity tennis team
finally broke out of their losing
streak by taking three out of the
four matches played the week
before Easter break. Playing a
heavy schedule of four matches
in five days, the Tigers first fell to
a strong Sonoma State team, but
then came on strong to defeat
Pacific University, the Univer
sity of Montana and St. Mary's
College in succession.
Coach Conner Sutton was

The new
Toyota Carina.
Roominess is
the big thing.

extremely pleased with the way
the team performed. For the first
time this year each member
played well in all the matches,
thus finally
erasing the
inconsistency which has plagued
the Tigers thus far. Two of the
three matches the Tigers played
turned into routs by defeating
Pacific University and St.
Mary's College, 9-0.
In the closest match thus far
this season, the Tigers played
extremely well in pulling out a
hard fought 5-4 win over the
visiting University of Montana.
Jim Kinslow and Steve Kessler
both won their singles matches;
the Tigers swept all three
doubles matches to pull out the
exciting victory.
Pacific now hits the road for
the next three matches before
returning home to host the
University of San Francisco on
April 18 at 2:30 pm.

Track

Tigers Take All Comers
by Steve Kessler
March 18 the Tiger Track
team traveled to Sacramento
State College to participate in an
all comers meet. There were no
team scores kept, but Coach Jim
Santomier was vey pleased with
the overall team effort.
The most successful event of
the day for the team was the 880
yard run in which the Tigers
placed first and second. Mathyas
Michael crossed the tape first
with a time of 1:55.3, closely
followed by Kirk Maness with a
time of 1:56.6.
Michael also captured a first
in the mile run with a time of
4:13.4. John Caldwell, the tireless
long distance runner finished
third in the 3 mile event with a
time of 14:48.8.

STUDENT RATES
RIGHT!!!!

ARE

SILVER BASIN SKI AREA
prices start at
$2335.40
Leg room. Head room.
Shoulder room. Enough for
four adults.
Great performance from a
96.9 cubic-inch engine.
Plus a carload of features.
Like bucket seats, nylon
carpeting, front disc brakes
and more and more.

Toyota of Stockton

HI-WAY 88 44 miles from Jackson

J5.00

$A AA
Mid
A #V Weekends
School
•••W
Week
and
Holidays
Ph: (209) 267-5251 for Great Group Rates
closed Mon., Tues., except Holidays
operating under use permit from El Dorado National Forest
and private land

Big Brake, Inc.
OF STOCKTON
American-Foreign Cars

610 N. Hunter
466-1492
Open weekdays 8:30 Ull 9 p.m.

6211 Pacific Avenue
Stockton. California 95207
(209) 478-6547

The Santa Barbara relays,
one of the top meets of the year
for the Tigers will begin
tomorrow. Coach Santomier
predicted that the team should do
well in the relay and individual
meets.

Lebherz and Chuck Knutson.
Steve Spiro (6-3, 240), Jack
Carter (6-2, 240) and Rick Rasten
(6-6, 235), all junior-college
transfers, have helped solidify
the defensive line while Dave
Smallwood
(6-0, 215)
and
defensive
halfback
Bob!
Thompson (6-0, 190) have added
encouraging support.
The Tigers have begun
working toward the April 15
practice-concluding battle with
an Alumni team.
Tomorrow,
they will have an intra-squad
scrimmage at Modesto Junior
College at 7 pm.

DIVING
ADVENTURES
Panama
9 DAYS $695.00
Warm, clear waters over
amazingly beautiful coral
reefs extending mile after
mile - hundreds of tropical
uninhabited islands - fish,
shells, sponges and wrecks.
Aphotographers
p"~adise.
Seven known wrecks and who
knows how many more - first
class accommodations.
ALL PRICES QUOTED
FROM LOS ANGELES
WRITE

FOR
FREE
BROCHURE

April
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Gull oH

from page 9

Gullo would also like
to work on the possibility
of organizing a concert
committee to plan more
concerts for UOP next
year. "UOP has a
perfect facility for
outdoor concerts and the
concerts could be real
money makers," stated
Gullo. He predicts that
with
a
separate
committee to organize
concerts, UOP could
have up to four or five
concerts a year, and that
after making a good deal
of money and es
tablishing a reputation,
UOP would be in the
position to pick and
choose groups that they
wanted.
The possibility of not
having to buy full meal
tickets
for
dorm
students, and not being
required to live on
campus freshmen year
also interests Gullo. He
further feels that cluster
college governments do
a better job of getting
things done within their
colleges than ASUOP,
and feels that more
money should be alloted

Sfl/ *rr)fitrtf THAT'S
I Oh!
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Ghost Writers Thrive Under Pressures

by Steve Hart
here he deals with his clients, one-man business, but ghost
mostly students at Cal, some of writing can be big business. Four
whom are completely dependent Boston area term-paper outfits.
on Berg's services. "There's one International
Termpapers
guy who can't writeeven so much Incorporated,
University
A1 Berg (not his real name) as a three-page paper," Berg Termpapers,
Termpapers
is a ghost writer. He's one of said. "He only takes a few units Unlimited, and Quality Bullshit,
about 25 people in the San each quarter, so he can afford are reported to have turned out
Francisco area who will, for a me."
4,000 papers in the first six
price, research and write almost
A1 charges about $3 a page, a months of the 1970-1971 school
any assignment-from a student's rate which is average for year. Most of their customers
term paper to an entire doctoral "custom" ghost writing. At least were from Harvard and Yale.
thesis.
four term-ppper services are
Recently.
Termpapers
"Sure, I can write on any listed in the classified section of Unlimited and Quality Bullshit
subject, except maybe biological the Daily Californian, the opened new outlets in the San
statistics," says Berg, leaning Berkeley campus' student Francisco Bay Area. TPU's
back in the wicker chair and newspaper.
western affiliate, Termpaper
tugging at his thick black
Berg, in his early thirties, Liberation, offers "thousands of
moustache. "A guy asked me to makes enough by ghost writing to papers available." Other theme
do a PhD paper for him on support a wife and two children brokers who operate out of such
Does he feel his work is unlikely places as Indio,
"Nationalism and Technology in
"The
whole California and Rockford, Illi
Tanganyika." He'd worked on it unethical?
a year and a half, and gotten educational process is unethical. nois, will be glad to send you their
nowhere. I whipped it out in four If it wasn't, students wouldn't "free list of titles."
The ghost writing racket
days - it came to seventy pages." have to come to me in the first
place.
They'd
write
their
own
works
both ways: term-paper
Berg's "office" is a
ramshackle woodframe house papers, if they thought they'd be businesses are in the market for
near the Berkeley campus of the learning something. But the good papers written by students.
University of California. From competition at school often is too Termpaper, Inc. of Stanford
intense."
advertises: "We buy your
to
the
individual
Another Berkeley ghost essays, themes, theses, term
colleges. He would also writer advertises "professional" papers, dissertations" - at a rate
like to see in detail what editing and rewriting in the Daily of $2.75 per 5 pages. The company
Californian's classified section.
the papers at 52.00 a page.
was done with the money Would she write a term paper for resells
Smaller colleges are no
given by ASUOP to the pay?
market for a ghost writing
"No, it's dishonest. A service, according to Berg. "I
CIP and the minorities
teacher assumes it's a student's placed an ad in the papers at Cal
programs.
work when it isn't." Yet her own State Hayward and SFState, but
Gullo sees next year work includes researching and I only got one call. I guess stu
mauscripts
for dents there don't have the pres
as a definite expanding writing
professors
and
professional
sure to suceed that they have at
period for ASUOP and
people for use in academic and the big university."
sees the need for many trade journals. She also ghost
Term paper services are not
more people helping and writes novels.
always welcome in campus
Berg's operation is a small communities, even by students
getting involved.
Ed. Note: Steve Han, who did his
graduate studies at Berkeley, is
now Editor of Pacific News
Service, a San Francisco-based
agency that specializes in Asia.
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at the big schools. Many resent
having to slave over term papers
while dishonest wealthier
student have their work done by
the termpaper outfits' hiredhelp.
Whether ghost-writing is
ethical or not, it's the student, not
the ghost writer, who suffers if
the
ruse is discovered.
Punishments range from an F'
on the paper or the course to
probation or even dismissal from
school.
But it is difficult to prove
plagiarism unless the professor
receives two identical papers.
The term-paper services are
careful not to flood a single
campus with duplicates.
The State of Massachusetts
has failed to get an iqj unction in a
court case filed against a ghost
writing business in Boston, but
the legal counsel for California's
state colleges has announced he
would seek an injunction against
California's
term-paper
industry. New York State's
Attorney General has filed suit
against the owner of a New York
City company, charging her
with aiding and abetting students
in fraud.
Despite legal attempts to
close them down, the term-paper
outfits see a. need for their
services and are not about to let
the need go unmet. "I think we
should only be used by students in
desperate circumstances," said
Barry Jones of Berkeley's
"Know-It-All"
term-paper
service. He expects a flood of
business as the school year wears
on.
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The use of electronic
equipment to screen and
evaluate new drugs is part of a
unique program underway at the
School of Pharmacy.
Dr. Howell Runion of the
pharmacy school staff directs
what is believed to be the only
program in the United States that
involves
undergraduate
instruction in electropharmacology.
"Today's pharmacy stu
dent," Runion explains, "is an
increasingly useful individual sophisticated
in
chemistry,
physiology and biology and
trained in pharmacology, which
is the study of the actions of drugs
on the body. We are adding to
these skills the ability to use
electronic instruments that can
measure the effects of medicinal
drugs in great detail, such as
recording subtle changes in
nerve and muscle systems."
Electronics, termed
the
heart of the technology, is taught
to students in an area designed
for research and development of
biomedical
instrumentation.
There is a new and experimental
tissue culture laboratory where
attempts are underway to devel
op new drug screening methods.
This utilizes single cells and
electronic monitoring of their
membrane characteristics as a
key to drug activity.
"The rapid expansion of
contemporary medical practice,
with its ever increasing demands
for new and better drugs, plus the
accentuated
new
federal
requirements for such drugs,
have created the need for a
.

"corresponding advance in the
level of drug screening and
evaluation," explains the UOP
researcher. "Today's scientific
community moves into new
areas of discovery almost
exclusively with the aid of
electronics and computer-based
programs," adds Runion, who
has
been
studying
the
relationship of electronics to
pharmacology-physiology
for
the past fifteen years. He has
been a UOP faculty member
since 1969.
Students in the electropharmacology program at
Pacific are using their training
in a variety of areas, including:
- Clinical evaluation of the
current drug therapy used in the
detoxification of acute alcoholics
at San Joaquin General Hospital.
"In our laboratory," Runion
added, "similar studies are
being conducted on rabbits and
mice. In some cases this involves
using electronic equipment on a
single muscle cell."
- A study on the physiology of
aging by examiningnormal hand
tremors, or shakes, and at
tempting to correlate the degree
of tremor with age.
- A study on the use of cardiac
drugs and their action on single
cells.
Because
of
physical
limitations only a selected
number of students may be
enrolled in the program. This
involves in excess of $10,000 in
equipment at each of the four
teaching stations, which are
nestled away in a basement
corner of the new $4.4 million

School of Pharmacy. Included in
the biomedical laboratory
cornplex is a precision machine
shop where students build
much of their own equipment by
learning how
to operate
instruments like a precision mill
or metal lathe.
But even with these cost
figures, Runion feels the use of
electronic instrumentation in
drug screening research is less
costly in the long run, and
provides
more
precise
information, than the subjective
measurements of the past.
"Many electrophysiologists
currently
employed
by
pharmaceutical firms have a
limited
or
non-existent

knowledge of pharmacology and
pharmaceutical practices, which
is a drawback in this field,
Runion explains. "We ask what
better individual is there to
conduct drug screening studies
than
a
broadly-trained
pharmacist with specialization
and emphasis in biochemistrypharmacology and electronic
instrument technology?'
"We feel the future is as wide
and bright as the ability of the
student to dream and project
himself
as
an
electropharmacologist into a new roll
for an old distinguished pro
fession," Dr. Runion concluded.

Positions!
Available.

Anderson Y Center is looking™
for campus persons wanting to
head its various programs
during
the
fall
semester,
beginning in September 1972.
Those program needing
directors are PALS (a bigbrother, big-sister program);
Barrio Art (art classes in South
Stockton for neighborhood
children on Saturday mornings);
Coffee House (operating in
Ballantyne Basement nightly
and on Friday and Saturday
evenings until 1 am - open to new
possibilities in September);
People's Bookstore (operates, in
Anderson Y Center and re
evaluating its future direction);
Pack Trip (this year sponsored a
trip to Yosemite National Park
and a ski trip); Weekend
Seminars and Retreats (open to
ideas): Tutoring Program and
Music Union.

Toyota of Stockton
New and Used Cars
ask fori

Steve Parenti
Out Now!
Stop the Bombing! ^

^
M

Demonstrate
New York & Los Angeles ^pac

15Q gth ave(rm

M

911)

nyc

610 North Hunter Street
Stockton, Calif. 95202
(209) 466-1492

741-2018

********AA********************
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*FOR SALE: KLH model 24 compact 1968 Oasis House Trailer 15 feet;[]
' [stereo system. AM FM receiver and completely self-contained; mono-,.
. (Garrard changer with Pickering matic toilet; valient instant watery
• magnetic cartridge. Walnut dust heater; butane refrig.; 20 gal. waten •
• icover. $200.00 or best offer. Call Joel tank with auto, air pressure pump;*'
$1000.00; 462-3657 after 3:30
' |Mitzman at 466-3581, rm. 274.

-H

;kgr
[FOUND:
by
UUHU, 3 mo. KITTEN
IV!i
k/j Ad. Mediators Needed: for Alpha Wave,.
. (Building. John K. Brown. 946-2570 or experiment. All Types of medj >
needed. Contact R. Johnson or K>
• 1477-1903.
Burkhart, Bx. D-211, Raymond1'
[\
[WANTED: 2 used sleeping bags-one College if interested.
] [down. Contact Warren no. 300 Weyms
. (or Roger Uni v. Townhouse, A-1.
I.
TYPING: Dissertations, theses,,.
©UMPER STICKER - Your words term papers, etc; call Genevieve*
' [printed on a 3X12 red or green sticker Macias at 478-0354 between 6pm and*;
' [for $1.00, copies .25. (30 letter max) )0pm.
\ [The Snide Co. Route 1 Box 93 Blaine, - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - J
. [Wash. 98230
J>
. r--------------------- For Sale: Conga drums and other,.
«FOR SALE: Ford camper Van, '67, Latin American instruments. Reals' ^4uto. Air. 24,000 miles on reblt. eng. cheap. Three free lessons with eactf"
' [Pop Top. Sleeps 5. $2295 or best offer. buy. Call el Gato. 463-3676 after 5pm.,.
] [464-9445.
>

Style 2-9005

•

(Kentfield Apt. 4545 Kentfield Rd. FOR SALE 1962 International stepJj;
'Spacious 1 and 2 bedroom apts. van, 6 cyl.; std. trans.; 1 ton chassis:,.
[Carpet, Drapes, Electric kitchenr 10.5 ft. cargo space; Lie. A64075:*: [Call 477-7164 Starting from $120
$700.00; 462-3657 after 3:30.
j;
I"
I
I

9TH ANNUAL JET FLIGHTS
j|[
EUROPE: FROM $299 ROUND,,
TRIP
*
JAPAN: FROM $349 ROUND TRIP*
•
CALL: FLIGHT CHAIRMAN J
)>
(916) 451-7905
*
P.O. BOX 20607 DEPT. B
*SACRAMENTO, CA. 95820
*

t

I
•I
•(

I
•I
•I
I
l
(
•(

•I
(
(
(

•(
if

*
*

MINIMUM
S LINES 1 DAY

1 DAY

8 DAYS S DAYS 4 DAYS

J LINES
4 LINES
9 LINES
• LINES

.50
.75
LOO
1.85

1.00
1.50
8.00
8.50

1.50
8.85
3.00
3.75

8.00
3.00
4.00
5.00

*•
*1*•
J
I
*•

4

Walk in a light-footed shoe that's as rugged as a heavyweight. It's the
softest sand-colored suede with sturdy weatherproof Malayan crepe soles.
Handsomely styled with unique front stitching and a leather heel kicker.

SANBUNESnPHYMMfCH
Stetson-Plymouth Shoes, Whitman, Mass. 02382

DENNIS SHEA
286 Lincoln Center

ERNIE REED MEN'S CLOTHIERS
2105 Pacific Ave.

April 7, 1972
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Pictures talk.
Some little boys don't

Some ih.cr-city ghettos h.ye special schools. For little
boys who don't talk^

s"8h,
so withdrawn,
so dafraid
"t ai"mp'10
°

children

""oL'dw someone asked os^tohel^ ^
teThm'ihe

di,tributed

to

gave the cameras to the kids and told

them to take pictiirc3had never said anyAnd then the ™rad%L„' °d began to talk. They said
thing, looked at the pictu
,<This js where Y i,ke
"This is my house. This is my u »

to hide " They began to explain, to describe, to communicate.
And once the channels of communication had been opened,
,he4^"h.lpinTthe

children of the inner-city. And we're
also helping the adults. We're invoKed in inner-city job pro
grams. lb train unskilled people in useful jobs.
What does Kodak stand to gain from this. Well, were
showing how our products can help a teacher-and maybe
creating a whole new market. And we're also cultivating
young customers who will someday buy their own cameras
and film But more than that, we're cultivating alert, edu
cated citizens. Who will someday be responsible for our society.
After all, our business depends on our society. So we car
what happens to it.

More than a business.

REMEMBER
TO
VOTE
HJEnflESOflC

FEFKIL 13in

Sam-1pm

XTMi

0 w

w

r

VOTER'S
GUIDE
White and Vaughn Vie for Presidency
Tony Vaughn
| Rm. 10 South/West
463-4719

COP

Position Seeking: President

For the past three years I
have worked with faculty,
| administrators, and students in
nearly every area of campus
interest. I believe ASUOP
financial priorities should be
directed towards quality student
services. We cannot neglect our
responsibility to our minority
students and our responsibility to
our surrounding community. For
the next year, I propose
concentrating
our efforts
i towards
more
efficient
university
operations,
and
greater student input, which can
| be accomplished with a new
university governance system.
We
must assist in the
rejuvi nation of the President s
Committee on Governance. We
must try to'stop tuition increases,
and prevent UOP from becoming
an elitist institution. I propose an
ASUOP Housing Board to service
student needs and complaints
and review university policy. I
propose having an assistant
under the Social Director who
will function in his temporary or
permanent absence. ASUOP
, should concentrate on our
inadequate library facilities and
| work with the university task
force.

We must cut ASUOP
salaries to a reasonable level. To
prepare ouselves for the massive
fesponsbility the new university
center presents to us, I propose
an ASUOP University Center
Board composed of freshmen,
sophomores and juniors so that
there is some transformation of
ideas and information from one
year to the next. VOTE.
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ASUOP GENERAL ELECTIONS

Spring 1972
Wednesday, April 12, 1972
9 am - 7 pm
ASUOP POSITIONS AVAILABLE
President
Vice-President
1 at-large senator for a 1 year term
2 senators from COP for 1 year terms
1 at-large senator for a 2 year term
Head Yell Leader
Head Songleader
COP POSITIONS AVAILABLE
(only COP students vote for these)
COP chairman
M
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REMEMBER TO VOTE
WEDNESDAY, APRIL 12
9 am - 7 pm

V

Thomas R. White
4303 Manchester Apt. 75
478-3133
COP
Position Seeking:
ASUOP
President

It's time to make student
government responsive!!
Many of us are concerned
about communications on this
campus: between students of
different interests, between
students and the university,
between students and their
representatives. The channels
are there, they are not being
-used.
The highest priority of the
student government should be
given to the transfer of
information, the exchange of
information.
The
classic
credibility gap occurs when the
government "knows more than
the people, or thinks it does.
This could happen in
ASUOP, the signs are there. I am
running to help prevent that. I
think that the students of this
campus want facts, want to know
the realities of UOP politics. You
apathetic,
you are
aren't
isolated.
Over the past months I've
gotten a sense of the way this
university is put together,
there's a lot I don't like. I feel I
can do something about this or I
wouldn't be running. I m not into
government because I get a thrill
about having an office. There's a
method to my madness and it's
tied up in who and what I am.
There's a lot to be done, a lot that
can be done with a little effort.
Together we can get things
done, and know that we did them.

J

W

IGM dffl
Hilary M. Dozer
Rm. 308 Casa Werner
462-9688
COP
Position
Seeking:
President

Vice-

My greatest asset in running
for the office of Vice-President is
the experience which I have. I
have been involved in various
student activities since I was a
freshman. I was Chairman of the
South/West Complex Council
last year and am at present one of
your at-large representatives to
the ASUOP Senate. I am also an
RA in Casa Werner. The position
in the Senate has been an
invaluable experience in gaining
an understanding of the
operation of such a complex
organization as the ASUOP.
The ASUOP has a annual
budget of upwards of $250,000 and
because of that there are
immense
responsibilities
inherent within the job of VicePresident. The Vice-President is
Chairman of the Financial
Committee and has the job of
preparing a workable budget for
approval by the Senate. After my
experience this year, I feel there
must be a complete reorienta
tion of priorities for the money
allocations, which are provided
by your $75 per year dues to
ASUOP.
The last administration
failed to provide the students
with anywhere near an enjoyable
social program when the money
allocation is considered. The last
administration
funded
a
speakers program which lacked
any consensus of student interest
of cohesiveness of admin
istration. All in all, I feel that this
year was basically a failure
because it neglected to be respon
sive to the student. It was simply
a top-heavy bureaucratic organi
zation responsive to the Univer
sity
Administration.
I'm
dissatisfied with what took place
but I was only one vote. One vote
isn't enough. It is for that reason
that I run for the office of VicePresident.

Brad Sylvester
Anderson Y
466-1496
COP
Position
Seeking:
President

Vice-

Justifications
1. student member of both a
cluster college (Raymond
College 69-70) and COP (71-)
2. Anderson Y Board of Directors
70-72
3. Anderson Y Cabinet Member
70-71
4. Financial Director of
Anderson Y Cabinet - 71
5. Tutor, Anderson Y 71-72
6. Organizer and Manager,
People's Bookstore 71-72
7.
Director of
Financing,
People's Alliance for Peace - 70
Statement
Is it enough that I give you a
list of my past and present
involvement with and perception
of UOP without expressing my
concern for the role I hope to
have? I don't think so. In the
formulation of a professional
student
government,
I
understand that one of my
primary responsibilities will be
in the establishment and
guidance of an open-minded
finance
committee.
This
committee, which has the
responsibility of
evaluating
budgets on the basis of Senate
priorities must seek to inform
those drafting budgets of such
priorities and to assist them in all
possible ways. I hope to develop
and guide a committee reflect
ing fairness and justice.
Going farther, I visualize the
office of Vice-President to
contain the dual responsibility of
supporting
general
ASUOP
policies and programs and of
creating new programs as need
and interest dictate. I stress at all
times the need for flexibility in
government and for sensitivity to
students and to the Stockton
community.
I will fulfill my obligations as
best I can and seek to extend and
expand my role into areas where
I can be of the greatest use.
Student government is designed
for the benefit of students. It
must serve them, yet not neglect
its responsibilities as a
functional element of both the
University of the Pacific-and of
the City of Stockton. I seek to
make out government a credible
force with which others will deal
with respect and trust.

Jeff Gullo
4404 Manchester Ave Apt. 21
478-4501
COP
Position
Seeking;
VicePresident
I've often wondered, when
voting in the past, what the best
criterion is for selecting the
best candidate''. Vote for the best
qualified man? What are good
qualifications? Vote for your
friends? Vote for the guy who
kisses the most babies?
Well, I doubt if I could count
on my friends for a plurality of
votes...and I have no plans for
slobbering on little kids. How
about my qualifications? Let's
see - I could tell you about the
time I was Student Body
President in high school then
Student Senator at another
college until I decided the whole
thing was a big farce. Now
Pacific - within the past couple of
months I set up the ASUOP
Travel Agency and I'm currently
the student Travel Agent. But
these aren't what I consider
qualifications. My qualifications
are that I am myself. I refuse to
change myself, or my ideas, to
gain election. I'll probably say
things you don't want to
hear...that's inevitable - I can't
please everyone.
I'll be trying to get to know
all of you. Give me an honest look
- that's all I can ask. And thanks
for taking the time to read this.

REMEMBER TO VOTE
WEDNESDAY, APRIL 12
9 am - 7 pm
MMNMIfW

Jack Coward
379 Covell Hall
462-1032
COP
Position
Seeking:
President

Vice-

Jack Coward, graduating
with honors this May, has been
deeply involved in the art of
administration and organization
in his capacities as Secretary
General of the Model United
Nations Association, political
science teaching assistant, and
resident assistant.
Considering the tremendous
» * » » * * * * * » * » » » * » * » » » * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * k A A A A A A A A A A A A ^ overhead expense, a more
reliable, orderly, functional
ASUOP staff should be provided.
The Vice-President is the man to
The ASUOP Voter's Guide is a publication of the Associated Stu
coordinate this vital service.
dents, University of the Pacific in conjunction with the Office of Aca
From past organizational
demic Affairs. All questions regarding the upcoming election should
experience, Jack has proven his
be directed to Lois Killowich in the ASUOP Office, or at 946-2233.
ablity in this area.
The ASUOP should make
sure all departments are
evaluated completely by the
>********************************************* students they serve. Jack, as
I know that, if elected, the
main emphasis will be on direct
benefits to the students at this
university. For your $75 per
person you shouldn't expect
anything less. I know I can give it
to you.

Academic Standards Commis
sioner (1969-70), realized this
need and as V-P will take action
to initiate a standard faculty
evaluation.
Perhaps the least known
branch of government, the
judiciary, needs the greatest
reform. Jack, as Social Court
Justice (1968-69) proposes the
utilization of our prelaw courses
and students to increase fairness
and equality in court procedure
and sentencing.
The ASUOP should also
serve as a lobby unit in gaining
students reductions at local
businesses.
Finally, the ASUOP budget
needs to be distributed on a more
equitable basis. Each college
should receive a standard share
of the $75 student body fee. The
resolution of this inequality wi
be a major goal of your new VicePresident and Chairman of the
Finance Committee - JaC
Coward.
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ASUOP GENERAL ELECTION
SAMPLE BALLOT
President (Vote for one)

The Senatorial

Tony Vaughn
Thomas White
Write In -

Race

Vice President (Vote for one)
Jack Coward
Hilary Dozer
Jeff Gullo

Arthur Smoke
Pershing Apt. A-23

Katherine Slankard
3770 W. Benjamin Holt Apt. 15
le-yr.
ic will
next
vhich
same
' are
The
ie big
ave to
•nt in
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s and
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Michael Robert Cox
Grace Covell 380
466-3581
COP
Position Seeking: One Year a t Large Senator

C o v l l f 1 CC ^
Dl?cLtMSel 0 V ?
Maternity, social chairman
Chemstry
of Grace
' ; P P l l c a n t f o r resident assistant position, student recruiter
big problems on this campus, between dorms
tween
General
• d e p a r t m e , ? t s w i t h i n the University, and bei s communication whirr. : n " V ! a c n t l c a l time, and of great importance
communication, whicn will lead to more involvement and cooperation.

;have
[ the

student store, more music events
and speakers programs through
co-funding, a birth control clinic,
voters registration, and the
appropriation of
funds to
supplement Emergency Food in
the community, to mention a few
of the activities going on. A good
relationship is needed between
the student body and the
government to continue and to
initiate more programs as
needed, and I would like to keep
such a relationship as a Senator
representing students rather
than one school.
I am a Callison sophomore,
and I have worked at the
Anderson Y for a year, in the
coffeehouse
and
helping
coordinate
the
People's
Bookstore. I would be willing as a
senator to help or represent any
student with suggestions for the
government.

co°Peration are

students6in

I f UOP i s f u l l y to realize i t s enormous potential, they must unifv
Sure
i r e students of Raymond, Callison, and Covell Colleges can s t i l l have their
3 o n e n e s s feeling for the whole university.
as a ShoiS"'. Jh r S
UOP
cLfrLf
'+
t ' V r t y " t h i r d b e s t school in the nation. I t will be getting
9 ° v e r m ? e n t a n d foundations.
there^r^ahpSpf£°V
In order to be successful,
tnere must be e f f e c t i v e communication, and involvement.
In order t o stimulate cooperation I propose t o recommend t o the rest of the
Lenate to i n v i t e the student leaders and department heads of various colleges
oo a conference, in order to reach resolutions and make firm commitments.
^ C 0 ! 2r U r
Mr. White that an ASUOP bulletin would stimulate communication,
l i e l e c t i v e communication e x i s t s there w i l l be more involvement and cooperation,
J , as a senator would like t o help the newly elected president and vice-presi
dent make UOP a better place.
Our new president, Stan McCaffrey, i s interested in just that. He desires t o
make UOP one of the 20 best schools in the nation. In order to do this he
must have our help. We, the students, can find out his ideas and proposals
and lend him a hand in doing a d i f f i c u l t task.
It i s important that you channel your ideas through the senate. What do you
want from your college years? What do you desire from UOP? With involvement
and cooperation, we can make UOP a really great school—not just for us, but
for a l l future students.
The time i s now and now i s the time t o move ahead and change for the better.

*72 SAMPLE BALLOT
sident of the United States according to

ty)

Vorkers Party)

y)

> Party)

ie United States concerning the war in
id unconditioned withdrawal of all U.S.
rs be allowed to recruit on campus? Yes-

Put an end to the status quo
"The Hood"
Michael Cox
ASUOP Senator

laws be repealed? Yes- Nohomosexuality be repealed? Yes- Noist the use and possession of marijuana be
>olition of capital punishment?

REMEMBER TO VOTE
WEDNESDAY, APRIL 12
9 am - 7 pm

increased social activities and
concerts, and establishment of
new university priorities.
I would like to see UOP
become more than a five-day
environment, and student
involvement and committed
representatives are the first
stpn

edad Brothers, the San Quentin 6, and
Angela Davis "political prisoners"? Yes- No8) Should Blacks, La Raza, Asian Americans, and Native Americans
control their own communities including the police, schools,
businesses, welfare, and all government spending? Yes- No-
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ASUOP GENERAL ELECTION
SAMPLE BALLOT
President (Vote for one)
Tony Vaughn
Thomas White
Write In -

The Senatorial

Race

Vice President (Vote for one)
Jack Coward
Hilary Dozer
Jeff Gullo
Bradley Sylvester
Write InOne-Year Senator at Large (Vote for one)

Previous Experience
one year - President of Conser
vatory
one year - constituent school Sen
ator on ASUOP Senate

Ben Barbot
Andy Harris
Katherine Slankard
Write InOne - Year Senator from COP (Vote for one)
Michael Heer
Jim Kinslow
John Rapf
Write InTwo Year Senator at Large (Vote for one)
Charles Richardson
Arthur Smoke
Write InHead Songleader (Vote for one)
Betty Chin
Roxanne Fowler
Write InHead Yell Leader (Vote for one)
Write InCOP Chairman (Vote for one)
John Frederick
Nancy Thomas
Write In-

Charles Richardson
1025 Rosemarie Lane Apt. D-4
478-4105
COP
Position Seeking: Two-year
Senator-at-large

I have been a Senator
previously and I know the
Procedures of this organization.
% basic responsibility in this
organization is to look out for the
groups on this campus that many
times get overlooked, such as the
Community
Involvement
Program, Teacher Corps, and
the fraternities and sororities.
There has been a dividing wall
between COP, Raymond, and the
other schools in the quads. I think
that part of the university's
government system should try to
break this wall that really
shouldn't be there. Even though
•' 'his school is highly diversified in
'ts directions there is still a
c°mmon goal among students,

Arthur Smoke
Pershing Apt. A-23
478-1358
Conservatory of Music
Position Seeking: Two-year
Senator-at-large

and that is to learn, not just
scholastically, but, how to live
with one another and I think the
government is able to initiate
programs to do this, and it has to
go farther than just COP and the
quads but I think there should be
greater interaction between the
minorities on the campus and
everyone else.

Ben J. Barbot
Rm. 244 Grace Covell
466-3581
School of Engineering
Position Seeking:
One-year
Senator-at-large
Qualifications
•served on Grace Covell Council
•have been on KUOP staff
•have served on Anderson Y
board
„ ,
•member of SMC (Student
Mobilization Committee)

REMEMBER TO VOTE
WEDNESDAY, APRIL 12
9 am - 7 pm

Statement
In the last three years, great
strides have been taken in
student government. From the
do-nothing two years ago, to the
one-man show which followed it.
However, in this one-man show,
the ASUOP constitution was
formed, and with it, a dynamic
step towards more effective
student government. Last year's
administration, the first to be
under this constitution, took as
its
main
priority,
the
establishment of channels and
procedures necessary for
effective operation.
This is quite commendable;
however, it is time for a change.
This organization is set up and
ready, it is now time to use this
organization to obtain more
direct benefits to the students.
This is what I pledge myself to
work for.

Andy Harris
260 W. Fulton
462-9768
COP
Position Seeking:
Senator-at-large

One-year

I have been a student at
Raymond College and COP and I
have involved myself with the
university and community for
the last three years. The past
semester I interned with the
California
Rural
Legal
Assistance Program and I am
presently involved with the
Model United Nations. Thus I
have a good understanding of the
university and a strong desire to
become involved.
I see next year as a real
challenge for the university. To
meet this challenge, don't elect
politicians, elect people who are
willing to become involyed. The
apathy within the Senate this
year was disgusting and they
were anything but answerable to
the students.
The key issues as I see them
include the building of the
ASUOP Center, reduction in
constant tuition raises, stronger
communications between all
sections of the campus,
increased social activities and
concerts, and establishment of
new university priorities.
I would like to see UOP
become more than a five-day
environment, and student
involvement and committed
representatives are the first
step.

student store, more music events
and speakers programs through
co-funding, a birth control clinic,
voters registration, and the
appropriation of
funds to
supplement Emergency Food in
the community, to mention a few
University of the Pacific will of the activities going on. A good
be facing changes in the next relationship is needed between
academic year, 1972-73, which the student body and the
are of at least the same government to continue and to
magnitude as those we are initiate more programs as
undergoing at present. The needed, and I would like to keep
ASUOP government is the big such a relationship as a Senator
sounding board students have to representing students rather
utilize to its fullest extent in than one school.
I am a Callison sophomore,
providing for more community
and campus involvements and and I have worked at the
activities, as well as a Anderson Y for a year, in the
and
helping
representative of the students to coffeehouse
the
People's
the university itself in matters of coordinate
academics, student rights, and Bookstore. I would be willing as a
senator to help or represent any
administrative policies.
This year at ASUOP we have student with suggestions for the
seen the beginnings of the government.
Katherine Slankard
3770 W. Benjamin Holt Apt. 15
478-3409
Callison
Position Seeking: One-yr.
Senator-at-large

CHOICE '72 SAMPLE BALLOT
Rank your choice for President of the United States according to
preference.
-John Ashbrook (Rep.)
-Shirley Chisholm (Dem.)
Gus Hall (Communist Party)
Vance Hartke (Dem.)
Hubert
Hubert Humphrey (Dem.)
-Henry Jackson (Dem.)
-Linda Jenness (Socialist Workers Party)
Kay (American Party)
John Lindsay (Dem.)
Eugene McCarthy (Dem.)
Pete McCloskey (Rep.)
-George McGovern (Dem.)
Edmund Muskie (Dem.)
Richard Nixon (Rep.)
Pat Paulsen (Rep.)
-Benjamin Spock (People's Party)
George Wallace (Dem.)
-Sam Yorty (Dem.)
Referenda:
1) Should the policy of the United States concerning the war in
Vietnam be immediate and unconditioned withdrawal of all U.S.
forces? Yes- No2) Should military recruiters be allowed to recruit on campus? YesNo3) Should all anti-abortion laws be repealed? Yes- No4) Should all laws against homosexuality be repealed? Yes- No5) Should the penalties against the use and possession of marijuana be
eliminated? Yes- No6) Do you approve of the abolition of capital punishment?
Yes- No7) Do you consider the Soledad Brothers, the San Quentin 6, and
Angela Davis "political prisoners"? Yes- No8) Should Blacks, La Raza, Asian Americans, and Native Americans
control their own communities including the police, schools,
businesses, welfare, and all government spending? Yes- No-
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Roxanne Fowler
344 Grace Covell
463-7205
COP
Position
Seeking:
Songleader

POLLING PLACES
Head

Well, this might be all there
is to it for some people, but
songleading is much more than
traveling, partying and meeting
guys. The girls dancing around
on the sidelines of the gridiron
and basketball courts are
representatives of the school,
reflections of our student body
and our spirit. The players are
not the only ones out on the field
and courts demonstrating
Pacific's
performance
and
enthusiasm.
Because Pacific's songleaders are extensions of the
school, songleading must be
taken seriously. They need
precision,
grace,
good
formations, and some new
routines. They need more flat
tering outfits and they need to
show up at all the games, not just
the important ones. And most of
all, our future songleaders need a
lot of pride - pride in their
dancing and in Pacific so UOP
can be proud of its songleaders.
As far as my qualifications
are concerned, I'm not going to
submit a long list of everything
I've done since tap lessons at the
age of four. Recently, however, I
danced in two musicals, the last
one being "Cabaret" at my
junior college. Last semester I
was social chairman for Grace
Covell, and I really enjoyed
pitching in and getting things
done for the dorms.

Where you vote

College you attend

Grace Covell or Anderson Dining Halls J

—

Elbert Covell Dining Hall

Elbert Covell ------.

Raymond Dining Hall

Raymond

Grace Covell or Anderson Dining Halls

School of Education —

Grace Covell or Anderson Dining Halls

School of Engineering

Rotunda

School of Pharmacy

rxwi
Jim Kinslow
Phi Kappa Tau
462-9405
COP
Position Seeking:
Senator from COP

i
I
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One-year

In dealing with student
government I have been a
member of the Inter-Fraternity
Council for three semesters.
Currently I am Vice-President of
the Council. Being a student in
COP I have noticed that we have
not had as much representation
as we should. For example, last
year ASUOP allocated less funds
to COP than the previous year. It
is this lack of representation that
convinces me of the fact that
COP needs a stronger voice in
student government. If elected, I
would make sure that COP
demands were articulated to the
Senate. Being an ASUOP officer
takes a lot of time. But I am
willing and able to devote as
much time as it takes to make
sure the demands of COP are
heard and that the students of
COP are represented in the best
way possible.

The greatest thing I can offer
the student body is enthusiasm,
spirit, and a sincere wish to
really try to make something out
of songleading next year at
Pacific.

attending a songleader's clinic ^
given by SAC State songleaders.

Betty Chin
1651 E. Worth St.
464-8596

COP

Head

The songleaders of the last
couple years have been good
songleaders, and I realize how
much time and effort it takes to
even look together. My past
experience includes being a
varsity songleader in high
school, taking dance classes, and

«i

Conservatory Steps

Conservatory -----COP

]

Callison Dining Hall

Callison ----------

Songleading
in
many
people's
opinions
is an
adolescent status-conscious
social climb, a worthless, timeconsuming ego trip. To many of
the girls that have traditionally
participated in songleading, it
was a neat way to meet people, to
get in good with the guys, and
especially the parties after the
games. You got to travel with the
players and fly to all sorts of
places, free of charge (which
may be as of this year, a thing of
the past, rumour has it). As a
songleader, you become pretty
well-known, and dates ought to
just come pouring in.

Position
Seeking:
Songleader

Nancy Thomas
4304 Manchester Apt. 13
478-4771
COP
Position
Seeking:
COPA
Chairman
Experience:
Chief
Justice,
ASUOP Supreme Court.

If I become songleader, I
hope to try to get some very
qualified judges for the try-outs,
rather than to pick those old-men
who know nothing about the
essentials of songleading.
I realize the tasks head
songleader has, and I think that
dedication
by
the
head
songleader can get it going for
the whole squad.

I

John Harry Rapf
3137 Franklin Ave.
465-1784
COP
Position Seeking:
Senator from COP

One-year

Having gone to Pacific for
three years I have experienced
the exasperation and frustration
of belonging to a student
organization that has been
impotent in accomplishing goals
that are not approved by the
administration. I have seen
tuition rise without any apparent
increase in quality of education
offered at Pacific. I have also
seen dues to ASUOP rise along
with what seems to be in a decline
in services provided by it. These
are both trends that I intend on
fighting to reverse as ASUOP
Senator.
Michael Evans Heer
Rm. 246 Grace Covell
466-3581
COP
COP
Position
Seeking:
Representative at large - 1 yr.
term
College of the Pacific is the
largest constituent college in the
university. As such, it has special
needs and demands of it's own!
However, it also shares in the
greater goals of the university as
a whole. This necessitates good
representation. Representation
that I hope to supply if elected.
Good representation re
quires responsibly directed ac
tion. Actions directed towards
the wants and needs of the stu
dents. These wants are what I am
trying to discover. This requires
intercommunication throughout
the year.
My only promise is to try and
represent you to the best of my
ability. By ascertaining your
wants and striving to fulfill them.

REMEMBER TO VOTE
WEDNESDAY, APRIL 12
9 am - 7 pm
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My objectives for next year are:
I. Students Eye Level
•to bring out the true
meaning and value of course and
I teacher evaluation.
•to put into implementation
. the new COP Constitution's five' member grievence board to
| alleviate bona fide student| academic problems.
•to realize your priorities,
I social and academic; inputting
these priorities through student
representatives on all University
committees where we are
entitled to representation,
including
departmental
committees to provide student
direction in academic planning.
II. The First Year
•to
furnish - student
representation to ensure the I
and I program is reflective of
student needs. This can be done
through the counseling of
Freshmen by Seniors, and a
coordination seminar of I and I
teachers and TA's.
HI. ASUOP - The Whole Uni
versity
•to express your voice in the
activities of the ASUOP Senate
and other Boards, particularly
Social Board to improve it and
push for free admittance to
athletic events.

John A. Frederick
Rm. 179 Grace Covell
464-4990
COP
Position Seeking: Chairman of
COPA
I feel the best way to express
my qualifications for the office I
am seeking is to list the past
offices or positions I have held in
student government. They are as
follows: 1969-1970, second
semester senator on the
South/West Complex Senate;
1971-1972, first semester member
of the Grace Covell House
Council; Co-author of the Pacific
Pre-Legal Association Consti
tution; and Associate Justice of
the ASUOP Supreme Court from
November, 1971 to the present.
The position of Chairman of
the College of the Pacific
Association of Students is a
newly founded office and will
prove to be a challenging one for
the candidate that fills the
position. It is a position from
which strong efforts must be
made to unify the much scattered
students of the College of the
Pacific. The two basic needs ol
this college, I feel, are (1)
communications
system
between the students, and (2) a
directing of efforts and funds
an
towards
academic
intellectual pursuits. This is wha
I will strive towards.

